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"Talent, Ambition -·and-_ a Little Bit of Luck... "
By Kim Murphy and
Audrey Little

Staff Writers
"Talent, ambition, and a little
luck. .. " is what Dr. Steve Levine
said it took for Karl Wiedergott
to make the jump from BSC to
"the big time": a major role in
Torch Song Trilogy, which is
being produced by a national
touring company. "It's very
impressive ... he's made a jump
near to the top of the profession.
"Her~ at BSC, Karl was a
maverick of sorts. He did everything possible both within and
out of the system to gain acting
experience. Not only did he take
advantage of every available
opportunity, he created his own
opportunities as well, whiCh ·is
what got him the audition, and
eventuall~ the job, in New York
City.
"After graduation, Karl
moved to New York, got a job as
a doorman in . an apartment
building, and started 'pounding
the pavements', that is, going to
every audition listed in the trade

papers. He went to the office of
the company that was auditioning for Torch Song Trilogy and
told the-secretary that although
he wasn't in Actors' Equity (the
actors' µnion), he really thought
that he was right for the part of
David, a teenager who appears
in the third' part of the play, and
he wanted to leave his photo and
resume. Karl received the usual
response: 'Thank you very
much; we'll get in touch .with
you if we can use you.' Three
weeks later they called him and
asked him to audition . Karl
auditioned and hated his own

performance (although, said
Levine, Karl is his own severest
critic). How~ver, they called him
a week later to audition again,
and after auditioning two more
times thay told him that he"d got
the part."
Dr. Levine stressed that he
had been impressed with Karl's
abilities long before Equus. "We
have had a lot of people with
talent here at Bridgewater. Yet
there is nothing that would keep
Karl from where he was going
and what he wanted ..He has the
capacity to work at that (professional) level.'' Dr. Levine

Octo~er

enjoyed working with someone
who worked very hard and
brought everything he could to
Equus. Karl had all the tools;
when pointed in a direction, he
went there.
Karl also liked to work by·
himself. While at BSC he did
Diary Of A M'~dman by nos~
toevsky, an h" 1r-Iong, one-rm.tit
play~. He pen -Jrmed the entire
play in a straightjacket . .Karl
also had leading roles in Guys
and Dolls, Rumplestiltskin~ and
1
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Students Question Objectivit
of the Judicial Board
By Kimberl_y Murphy and
John J. Beaton

Author Tom Wolfe demonstrates superb
taste as he rea~s The. Comment before his.
lecture Wednesday, October 3, 1984 at
7:30 p.m. Look- for an inter\fiew with ·Mr.
'Wolfe in. the next :issue. Photo by Ed Donahue

According . to .the student
handbook New Dimensioni,,
"In any aUedged violatfon of
college policy, every reasonable effort will be made to
ii:;isure fairness, objectivity
and appropriate ·due process." Was this the case for
Steve DiClemente?
DiClemente, a student at
Bridgewater State College
was supposedly seen in the
hallway of the Shea/ Durgin
complex with· a can of beer in
his hand by Resident Assistant (RA) · Amy . Paquette~
Now according to the rules as
stated in the Stude,n.t. Hand-.
book: "Consumption of
Alcoholic Beverages is
allowed only in individual
student rooms and in accor-

dance with college policy."
DiC\emente, thought,

was in the haHwa.y with the·
beer-"At no timewas I in
the hallway with a beer or any
other alcoholic beverage in
my possesion. •• The verdict
resulting from· DiClemente;s
trial was that he was found
guilty as charged. What was
the reason that the Shea/ Durgin Judicial Board (the
Board which tries student
cases) gave for this decision'?
"We feel that the RA would
not go through such process
of writing Steve up if he was
not in the hallway with an
open b~er." Does this rationale follow the College's pol- .
icy for "fairness, objectivity
and due process"?
· fo response to this charge,
DiClemente states the foJ ..
lowing: "The Board has reasoned that since I was written
up, I must be guilty. Iqheir

KIRBV-''Legislator of·· the Year"
Boston- Sen. Edward P Kirby, Springfield during the VFW
(R-Whitman), announced .annual convention;
recentl~h\h~Jlti 1 has been named
The. a ward· cited Kirby . as
"Legislator ofthe Year" py the · exhibiting " ... outstanding dediMassachqs~tts Ve.terns of Forcation and devotion to the veteeign W'ars. (VFW). The rans of th.e state of Massannouncement. :came ·as Kirby achusetts .•. "· ·and also for his.
endorsed the veteran's plank in " ... active involvement in furth ...
the recently adopted Republi- ering the objectives of many ser~
can Party platform.
vic~organization and the people
Kirby was awarded the VFW
of Massachusetts."
Silver Medal as- outstanding
"I am proud· to accept this
Massachusetts Legislator by
award, but am more proud to
,State Commander Charles W.
know that the veterans of this
Greenan Jr. and past State
state look upon me as a legislaC om mande r Gardne.r S. tor who will protect their interMcWilliams at a ceremony in
ests, "sajd Kirby.
•"m' ',• ·r.,..
........... ...... .
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The occasion for the award an investment which· pays our
announcement w~s Kirby1"s nation unlimitep . ~hddends ...
endorsement ·of. the national . Another party n0Hon for veteRepublican · plank on· veterans. · rans . that drew l<,irby supp()rl
The plank refers to the veterans was the expansion of counsel~ ·
as a " ... a continuing resource for ing~. vocational a11-d job research_
America," a notion that Kitpy · programs for Vietnam veterans, ·
said he wholeheartedly agrees · "These veterans are ·overdue in
with. "These men ~ave· per- receiving the help they need to formed the ultimate risk for readjust to . society after thejr
their country, and t}jeir words participation in the Vietna.m
deserve heavy weight back h~re conflict, " states Kirby.
at home.".
· ·
Kirby embraced national
The national party plank, Republican stands on the mainM
which calls for the retention of tertance of veterans through fed.;
full veteran's benefits, states
that: "The help we give them is .. · See KIRBY page 17
~. '... ~ ., ·,
,

'

rationale is excepted, then
what protection does the

·due process clause, provide?
If every judge or jury found
someone guilty just because
the· police went through. the
process of arresting him or
her, where would the country
be?"
Many dormitory students
at BSC may be familiar with
policies in regard to alcohlic
beverages, but not to the consequences if they are found
guilty. Reffering back to the
student handbook: "Individuals in violation of College
policy regarding the use of
alcoholic beverages on campus .-property or at a duly
sponso~ed campus function
off campus will be subject to
disciplinf!.ry action under the
College .Due Process Procedures described in this
See BOARD page.18
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JACK ANDERSON AND JOSEPH SPEAR

WEEKLY SPECIAL
- Treasury and Task Force

"... Divided
we Fall"
To the Editor:
As was last week's 'Concerned
Student', I too was overwhelmed by the tremendous
positive changes in The Comment; However. I wasn't equally
upset about The Comment's
lack of coverage of the Student
Government Association.
As Americans we are guaranteed the freedom of the press in
the Bill of Rights. As students of
~Bridgewater State College we
are allowed to practice this freedom of the press in The Comment. Not being adept at the art
of writing and knowing personally some of the members of The
Comment staff, I leave the press
confidently to them. I trust their ·
judgement, their coverage of ·
news and their opinions. I also
welcome opinions of those other
than 'the staff, those with something to contribute, something
they are proud to sign their
name to.
Being part of the Student
Government Association for the
past two years, I realize how
important contributions can be.
Contributions meaning comments, compliments, criticisms.
Yes, criticisms. Constructive

on Collision Course

criticisms can be the most
important contribution any
organization can receive. Sadly,
the criticisms voiced by last
week's 'Concerned Student'
weren't constructive, they were
destructive. How can anyone see
divisions or cliques only two
weeks into the semester, especially when a majority of the
members are or will be first-year
members? Perhaps this person
has pre-determined that there
should be divisions. Or maybe
the writer of the editorial
wanted to "poison the well" and
publically disgrace the SGA.
WE are all students at Bridge~
water State College, ultimately
working for the same results.
Instead of trying to maliciously
destroy faith in. and hinder the
work of the Student Government Association . I wish the
author of .last week's editorial,
and others, would work with the
SGA to achieve maximum
results.
Together We Stand, Divided
We Fall
Respectfully, one who is not
afraid to sign her name,
Mary Elizabeth McLaughlin

"A Friend on
the Senate"
Dear Mr. Mathis
the Shoe. If there is anything
This is to commend yot
I can do for either you or
and your staff on running th<
your staff, feel free to contact
article, "Where's the Shoe"
me and arrange a. meeting.
It showed that proper wver·
You have a friend on the
age of the Strident Govern- Senate;
ment Association and its·
Senate is needed. There is a
Sincerely,
need for this typ~ of unbias
Denis Lawrence
coverage. I hope that you will
Senator-At-Large
i.;ontinue your coverage and S. tu d en t G o v ·e rn me n t
perhaps return an ·article like
Association

Neighborhoo·ds

Rock·

Dear Editor:
Having just seen the Neighborhoods during the outdoor
concert, I am pleased by Audrey
Little's· article. Miss Little was
certainly right when' she stated,
u(they) ...actually got people up
on their feet to dance.~· In fact,
my friends and l were part of the
dancing come.r the· Neighbor-

Sincerely,
Lauren Simon

hoods pointed out during their
show. I have never seen such
.enthusiasm in a band before. I
hope they return soon to the
Ballroom or the Rat and in the
future we see more bands like
·the Neighborhoods here at BSC.

Campaign Letter

Washington- Last June,
we reported that Reagan
adminis tration has been
chewing over a plan to woo
the farm vote by donating
large quantities of surplus
grain to Third World
countries.
The decision to increase
food exports to ,needy
nations will probably be
announced this week by the
President's Task· Force on
Intern at ion a 1 Private.
Enterprise.
The group's mission is to
°'recommend ways to streng_ then private enterprise in the
developing world primarily
through U.S. foreign assistance programs." The task
force is expected to recommend a major expansion of
grain exports under a program, known as PL 480, in
which the government buys
commodities from farmers
and sends them to faminebeset countries at little or no
cost.
The political angle was
raised in closed-door meet-·
ings of the .task force by its,
chairman, Dwayne Andreas.
He's a Minnesotan who is no
stranger to politics, having
supported Richard Nixon
and the late Hubert Humphr~y ~t ... d~f~~ent times. ·.A

"Eyeing the farm vote,
Andreas urged a recommendation to expand the (PL
480) program be made during
the summer prior to the task
force's expiration ... "
Some critics of the task
force have raised the question
. of possible conflict of interest
on Andreas's part. Because
he is board chairman of
Archer~Daniels-Midla:nd,
one of the world's biggest
grain dealers, it has been suggested that his promotion of
the PL 480 grain purchases
was in his .own financial
interest.
The memo to Regan states:
"Andreas ... went to some
lengths to defend himself
against possible conflict of
interest because of his grain
business ... "
A task-force official told
our associate Michael Binstein the conflict-of-interest
charge "really irritates"
Andreas, who has often said
his religious - convictions
compel him to try to match
this country's agricultural
abundance ·with people who
need food.
Andreas and his task force
are on a Collision course with
Regan and the Treasury. One ·
of the task force's recommen~atioJ;\.~ report~dly' will be to
·m:emo>p:m})~tr~tf'dr.~r:eas~. '.' .:··~···ef!~a't~ )ktf<alt;:.}>dwerful ·.·EcoSecretary Donald Regan by
nomic Policy Council along
his aides has this to say about
the lines of the National
one task force meeting last
Security Council, and perspring:
haps a high-level economic

coordinator similar to the
president's national security
adviser.
As any recent secretary or
state can testif¥, the national
security adviser and his
agency are likely to usurp the
Cabinet department's functions. Regan doesn't want
that to happen to Treasury.
Political Potpourri: Republican Party officials in charge
of garnering the "Jewish
vote" recently held a reception for high level Jewish political appointees. Officials
from the White House, the
Pentagon, the State Department, and various . other
agencies were invited to discuss how the party could
demonstrate its involvement
in issues that are important to
Jewish voters.
The guests arrived and discovered there was no Kosher .
food on the buffet table. Butthere were political posters
bearing President Reagan's
name in Hebrew.
-Republican strategists
believe they have a good
chance to knock off Rep. Jim
Jones D-Oklahoma, chairman of the House budget
committee. The reason?
Jones failed to list his wife's
income on his financial disclosure form and the details
of a loan he co:-s.f8nec:t f ()f h~,~~

Olivia Jones"m':ide less th~f' ····
$5,000 a year for three years

See ANDERSON p. 13 - -

"Bridgewater was the
obvious antagonizer. JJ
:Dear Editor:
Concerning Douglas Benson's article ''Men's Soccer
Assaulted by MMA", I would
like to tell the refll story from the
point o( view of an unbiased
soccer fan.
First I ·want to react to his
comment ·about the . size of
MMA's players. Benson was
quoted in the article as saying,
"The ·height and weight .of the
average BSCplayer was significantly lower than that of the
MMA players":· However, if
Mr. Benson hag done any
research for his article he would
have discovered statistics' show
that the average·· height and
weight of the. MMA players is
the lowest in the entire Conference. After speaking with Mr.

Benson, I learned that his justification· for this statement was
based on his simply lo.oking at
the starting line-ups fo~ both
teams.,
BSC's soccer coach was
quoted. . ,. as saying, "It was a
blood bath," and "they beat us
up." However, Bridgewater was
the obvious antagonizer. This
was evident when Glenn Flannigan intentionally rammed his
elbow into MMA Captain Tim
Long, cracking one of his ribs.
Benson
claimed
that the refe.
.
' .J
rees "didn't eject anyone". But,
ifBenson had been watching the
game he would have seen one of
Bridgewater's players ifltentionally pushing, tripping ,'~nd kicking MMA-player John Brady.These actions went totally unno-

ticed by the referees until Brady
remarked to one of the referees,
"You've got to be kidding sir".
Brady was obviously frustrated
at the amount of fouls not being
called. He was then given a red
card and thrown out - of the
game. This was_ a disadvantage
to MMA because a replacement
is not allowed after a red card is
given.
If only Bridgewater had
played a clean game, then none
of·. this would have _happened.
Hopefully next time Mr. Benson
will do a little mo~e research and
a lot more watching.
Sincerely
Laura Donahue

l

particular.
Hi! My name is Tom Foley
, The following is a listing of
and I'm running for the Senator_the past. political offices that I
at-Large seat on the SGA .. I have
have held:
·
chosen to run for Senator-at
1.
Member
. of UMass
Large because I firmly believe
The Bridgewater State ColAmh~rst
SGA
Class
of 1984
that I havethe necessary leaderlege Student Handbook des;.
(two years)
ship qualifications that this post
cribes the Student Government
2. SGA AREA Government
has need of. I know I cari represAssociation Senate as being "the
·
'
ent the studen.ts as a whole . (one year)
official representative student
3. Assistan·t Chairman
because I have been a dorm resigoverning organization which
Government Committee (one
dent in the past and now.rm a
see~s to ·lead and unify the stuand one half years).
commuter. I had enjoyed w.orkdent body and to promote
4. Chairman Judicial Affairs
ing in the Student Government
dynamic communication
Sub-Committee (one year)
in th~ past and eagerly look foramong. students, faculty and
s: UMass Committee to halt administration."
ward to representing the BridgeThe office of
tuition· hikes (one year) ,
__water State 'College student
Senator is one of prestige and of
•pody.:. the commuters in
honor. With. t]+is. }Jonor" howIi

Attention Class of 1988
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ever,· conies the task of taking an
active part in issues concerning
the colleg,e nad the student
body.
, My name is Brian Jenney and·
I am running for the position of
S.G.A. Senator for the Class
I 988. I feel both qualified and
confident· in holding this position .. As· a representative of the
freshman class I will concern
myself wit}}. t.he issues r_egarding
.nor .only .the freshman .clas.s. but

of

also those debates relating to the
entire campus community.
. I have already attended student government meetings as a
concerned individual and have
familiarized myself with issues
such as the SSAM question and
the appointment of several students to campus run organizations.
I am a dorm student and I
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The beginning of every semester is marked by complaints
from faculty and students alike
.
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By Charles F. Angell
Contributing Writer
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which, true, are somewhat
cheaper than new texts but not
significantly so. Considering
that someone has already paid
full price ·for the used book
reveals very quickly where the
big profit in textbook sales lies.

.(~f~~:'·'.f~'!';"'.·, .-'' ,,•' ,,;,,,. ,. ,;'.

perhaps more even-handedthan ,
it should be, points out that the
problem lies not with the bookstore staff but with the corporation they work for. This may
well be true, but the fact remains
that as a necessary service to the
College, the bookstore fails on
almost every count.
First, the bookstore ·is not
really a bookstore; it is a notions '
and souvenir shop which is
occasionally put to the unpleasant task of serving as a clearing::..
house for textbooks requested
by faculty for courses. These
texts, hard arid soft cover, are
sold to .students at full list price.
College St.ores Associates offers
no discount on new books which
is not the general rule among
college and university bookstores (Go to the Harvard Coop
and see). Bookstore staff give as
a reason for the pricing policy
the small profit in textbook sales
which is a good reason so lorigas
profit is considered the chief
objective of a college bookstore.
New texts are sold full price to
create an incentive among the
purchasers for buying used texts·

',/·f''.'f' :·!t'.:'·o.:··\<":

wbeii

contract the bookstore, primarily for economic reasons.
College Stores Associates sends
regul~r checks to the College in
payment for the store space. The
current arrangement with CSA
is a marriage of convenience for

·'' '\' _!

face
·selec
led inmany instances to factllty
choosing the same text ter.m
after term simply to ensure
enough copies will be available
for their classes. Every faculty
member who has opted for a
new text for a course - say a
selection of paperbacks - or the
faculty member who wishes to
use a not easily obtainable book
confronts even greater difficulties. The outcome is that the
bookstore, because of its .text
policies, exercise no small influence over what books are used in
the classrooms.
The college cannot be held
blameless for this situation.
Years ago, Bridgewater ran a
cooperative · bookstore which
had a man~ger, a few staff, and
numerous student employ,ees.
More incredibly, the bookstore
offered a large selection of
,books. The account~ng and
bookkeeping duties did rest with.
the College and there were
apparently so1me problems;
regardless, the Bookstore provided better service.· then than
now. The College chose to sub-

be·~.

the confracfwith e()1
Associates.· (That tontract is"of
ten years• duration and will not
expire until 1989.) It is not so
heartening to hear that another
company will be considered to
replace CSA. What should be
considered is the reestablishment of a College. operated
bookstore, a non-profit bookstore, whose principal function
is to provide an academic service
to the College. Bridgewater now
has a Management Department
with legions of majors, many of
whom might be grateful for the
opportunity to serve as· interns
and employees of a bookstore
with· the accounting,' inventory
payroll marketing and personnel functions of any small business. (As an aside, this· same
argument can be extended to the
food service.) If the sentiment
for change exists, there ought to
be a real change.· The Board of
.Trustees should·. be• presented.· a
proposal for a College operated
cooperative bookstore.

Are . th.e · Cowboys Reaclly
"Aiherica's Team"? · .
This article is in response to
Box printed last
week.
·

Pan.dora's

The Dallas Cowboys, born
the Dallas Texans, have indeed.
made the playoffs seventeen
times out of twenty-four(.708%). Even though they have
only won two Super Bowls, they
have been there five times more
·-than ahyNher feafi{to <l"ltte.:'The
saying goes that you have to be

I wonder how. long th.e administration at_ Bridgewater
State ~olleg~ will continue to avoid the fact that this
~allege Is rapidly becoming overcrowded. For two years
m a row now, the administration has accepted more
students than they anticipated.
. In the September 22nd issue of The Comment last year
It was reported that the "enrollment swelled 12% over las~
fall'~ 0 9!2) figures, defying statewide college enrollment
?eclmes. The article ventured further quoting Vice Pres!,dent of Ac~demic Affairs, Dr. Robert Dillman, as saying
We were~ t ?repared, we couldn't be, all reports indicated contmumg decline."
That e~cuse worked last y~ar, but their trying to give it
~o us agatn? All the statistics pointed at another increase
m enrollment. The demography of Southeastern Massachu~etts, t~e o~trageous cost of private education, and
the imp~ovmg image. of Bridgewater State College as an
academically outstanding state college, are all good indicators that the enrollment will increase.
These are the cold facts..,that the students are facing
because of.the .carelessness of the administration. The is
over~rowdmg m the dorms, in the cafeterias, and in the
parkmg lots. Not only is the parking problems effecting
the students, but the faculty too.
There are some realities to be fac~d if Bridgewater is to
grow at such a rapid pace. The first step would be to build
a dorm, preferably more than one. This college is a
commuter college not buy choice, but by necessity. The
college should give the students the opportunities to live
on campus if they so desire. As it stands now students
do?'t have that choice. Secondiy, the colleg;· needs to
bmld another cafeteria, especially for the lunch crowd.

there. to lose it. .So~e hapless
teams like· th~ one in Foxboro
hav~n't come close.
How then did the Cowboy's
become ''America's Team"?
Tom Landry probably has
something to do with if. America likes winners like Lai:idry
and the Cowboys. Does the
N .F.L. grant favortism to the
Cowboys through abundant
'medilil: coverage?' The'<:1N:F•. L:•,
rm afraid, likes winners too.

The mark~tability of the Cow. boys is.phenomenal in this coun. try, but since when do
Americans knock success? And .
Collin. Manzo's attack on the
cheerleaders; "it's pretty
obvious that their role in the
organization is basically to be a
sex itemto attract a wide range
of male fans"; you've got to be
)~i.d,ding! ! Cheerleadei::s. don't

-se~ cowr:io·vs p: 1If

··. ··
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Eating Problems?
The Counseling Center is sponsoring a support group for individuals who are
experiencing probiems relat!ng to eating (obesity, anorexia, bulimia, etc ... ). Interested students please come to the Counseling Center (1st floor, Grove Street
Tuesday, October 9, at 11:00 a.m. for an organizational meeting .
Building)

w

I
k:

Rich Spink

on

••

Early Childhood Club
The primary purpose of this organization is to promote a greater awareness of
early childhood education within the college community and its importance in the
field of education. This organization is also to promote the sharing of the educational ideas .between faculty and students.
The officers of the Early Childhood Club are Donna Hartford: President; Diane
Pagliuca: Vice President; Dot Calnan: Secretary; and Cindy Shea: Treasurer.
.During the course of the 1984-1985 school year, we hope to plan many interesting
and fun activities. We have arranged a coffee hour in tlie Rathskellar with professors and students. also a guest lecturer, fundraisers, and will be attending educational conferences.

••

Social Work Club Dinner
The Social Work Department is exited to extend an invitation - to all those
students who have chosen or who are considering Social Work as their field of
study during their stay at Bridgewater State College - to attend the Fall Social
Work gathering, a potluck dinner to be held from 4:30-7:00 p.m. on October 15th at
the Catholic Center. Seniors and Juniors will be asked to provide food and drink.
This is a time for students and faculty to come together for an informal time of
sharing - a time for upperclassmen to share with new students the joys and fears of
actually working in this challenging field - a time for faculty to share their pl~ns and
expec~ations for fall and spring - and a time for incoming freshmen, sophomores
and transfer students to ask questions and acquaint themselves with the faculty,
staff and students that will have a great impact on their education and their lives in
the coming years. The event will enrich one's sense for the field and prove to be a
stepping stone for lasting relationships with classmates and future co-workers.
Please join in!
·

••

·
Women's Center Meeting
The first Women's Center meeting will be held on Tuesday October 9, at 11 :00.
a.m. The Center is located on the third floor of the Student Union. Faculty,
students and administrators interested in women's issues are welcome.

Stouffer's Bedford Glen Hotel.

Stay at a top-class· hotel for just $69?
It's true. We've slashed the regular ·
weekday rate at Stouffer's Bedford Glen
Hotel a whopping 40% on weekends.
That's great news for grads expecting .
out-of..town family and friends. Great
location, too, just 30 ·minutes from
Boston. This Four-Star/Four-Diamond
hotel has great facilities, including year- ·
round tennis and swimming. Complimentaiy ·HBo, morning coffee and
newspaper. Casual or elegant dining.
.Now, stay first class any Friday, Saturday
or Sunday (subject to availabilities).
For reseivations, call your Travel Agent
or (617) 275-5500. Or toll-free
800-HOTfilS 1.

Name: Rich Spink
Age:2l

Hometown: Weymouth
. Shift: DJ Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-9 a.m.
Rich Spink, a Speech Communications major with the class of 1986, is
currently the Sports Director at WBIM, specifically handling the coordination of live sportscasts. Formerly, Rich served as a newswriter with the news
department of WBIM.
In spare time, Rich enjoys snowmobiling, playing hockey and also golf.
Special interests are important to Rich, as he lists good times with friends and
Heineken Beer as turn-ons; while rude people, loud people in the library, and
the new sunglasses craze definitely do not appeal to him.
Working at WBIM has definitely influenced Rich's outlook on the future.
for he wishes to pursue a career in some form of broadcasting. The station has
also proven.to be a learning experience and has helped in othe.r aspects of his
college career. as he states. "T've enjoyed my 2 years at BIM. The station has
provided me with a valuable outlook for classroom experience."
Rich can be heard every morning, Monday-Friday from 7-9 on WBIM,
91.5 FM.

For Sale: Kenwood KX 530 cassette
deck 'with Dolby. Good Condition.
Call 697-3292.

For Sale: A manual Smith-Corona
typewriter. In good. condition.
$75.00. Call Dorothy at 697-1426 or
leave a message at the Comment
office.

Volunteers Needed: To assist in.various voluntee.r programs at the Massachusetts. HC>spital School, a sc~ool
for physically disabled youngsters in
Canton. Please call Marcia Shapiro
at 828-2440 ext. 399.

Attention Seniors! Senior Portraits
at or below tI:ie price of a studio.
Contact Ed Donahue at The ComFor Sale: Frigidaire, self-defrdsting , ment office.
freezer, 15 cubic feet ,of space.
$125.00 firm. Call 238-4212 after4:00
Found: One fadies watch during the
p.m.
first week of school in Boyden Hall.
Come in and see Peg at the RegisRoom for Rent: Large, double room,
trar's Office between 8: 15 and 4:30,
twin beds., two closets, student desk.
Monday - Friday.
I
Parking available. South Easton. $35
',.,,~t ?H'lt tv
per week. Call 238-4212 after 5:00
Wanted: Math Tutor fof 3 - 4 hours
p.m.
per week. Mo.re ·hours possible.
Tutor must be able to be approved by
the Math Department. Need now, so
Help Wanted: Two males to sand call ASAP. 769-5349
.
wooden porch, ceiling and tf1m.
Salary negotiable. Transportation For Sale: AM-FM Realistic Stereo
can be arranged if none available. w I cassette and. 8-track, two speakPlease contact Dwight Cook at 697- ers. $250.00 or B.O. Call Lisa Marie,
1239.
697-9862, Rm 10 after 7:00 p.m.
>

Airplane Rides: Over the college and
along the coastline. Surprisingly
inexpensive. Call Tony at 697-4846.

For Sale: 1975 VW Bus/ Camper.
Runs well, many new parts. Must
sell-$1000 or best offer.. Call Dan at.
. .·23&--;7365_.·

·

· ,·
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BANGLES
JANGLE
If The Beatles or The Byrds
had been girls, chances are that
they might have sounded like
the Bangles. Their debut LP,All
Over The Place, has a definite
60's sound. with the jangly guitars. However, this is an 80's
album, especially if you consider
that 20 years ago you wouldn't
· have found girls forming their
own groups.
By the way, please don't compare the Bangles with The GoGo's. The only comparisons one
can make are that both grou.ps
happen to be from L.A. and that
Susanna •s voice does sound a bit
like Belinda Carlisle's. However, the Bangles are much less
comercial than The Go-Go's
and their use of the guitars, bass
and percussion is much more
imaginative, with influences
including country, folk, and
even some acid rock (no, not
that much; this isn't music to
trip by). Lead vocals are not

Papas would have done.
"James" is a cute pop tune, followed by "All About You",
which is faster and features a
countryish instrumental solo.
Side One closes with "Dover
Beach", which contrasts dreamy
lyrics against rocking guitars
and heavy dru~beat and bass.
Side Two opens with "Tell
Me", a duet, followed by "Restless", which feature~ a great guitar solo in the middle of the
song. "Going Down To Liver.,.
pool" is very pretty and melodic,
and is one of my favorite cuts on
the album. In "He's Got A
Secret" the Bangles really rock
out, especially in the opening
chords (almost acid rock!).
"Silent Treatment"is another
fast song, and in "More Than
Meets The Eye" the song which
closes the album, they completely switch styles. Vicki and
'Debbi sing vocals in a barbershop style, with a string quartet
for back-up.It's a very interesting sound and the harmonizing
in the vocals is really nice.
All Over The Place is cerone of the best debut

· ms ea , ree o tlfo · elir'girls: 'in'
the group take turns throughout
the album singing lead, and the
rest sing back-up.
A ii Over The Place opens
with "Hero Takes A Fall", a cut
that you may have heard ori the
radio and also has a video. The
Bangles take a stand as being
inore than a cute girl group from
the very begim~ing of t_he album
with this song, which has a biting edge and bitter lyrics against
lots of guitar and a fast beat.
-- "Live" is very pleasant and poppish. and reminds me of something that The Mamas And The

debut~. or not, to come· out this
year).· The .Bangles· really have
their own sound, and although
their sound is different from the
stuff that's currently dominating
Top 40, I think that they could
still be a hit. They also have a
good video, which seems to
make the big difference as to
whether or not a group makes a
breakthrough. By the way, you
might want to check out the
Bangles for yourself tonight
(October 4) in town, where
they'll be playing at The Pardise.

By Audrey Little
Entertainment Editor

MoreT.V.
Trivia

Self-Portrait .by David Godlls

P----------------------------------------1

I

Photos By
!·I
GODLIS
I
I
I

I

The Anderson Gallery of·
Bridgewater State Coll~ge
presents the exhibit, "Paint it
Black: Nite Club Scenes and
Punk Rock
by

Godl'is's work has been featured in a variety of music
magazines both in the United
States and abroad. His cover-

New York

\
\

Imageworks School of Pho- I
tography (Cambridge, MA) I
and Boston University. He I
has had numerous shows and I
exhib'1t"ions

at

ga\kr'1~:s

\n

l

Basket Case: A Movi-e
For The Stro.ng
By Art Walker
S.Jaff Writer

Another low budget fil~ hit
Here's this week's sampling of
Kids: On. The Shari Lewis · the !diver screen recently. Basket
TV trivia questions from each of Show; Shari's puppets were
Case is the epitome of these
the seven TV programming ·Hush Puppy, Charlie Horse and mini.:.master pieces.· Though
categories contained in TV
?
filled with blood and gore, the
Guide's TV Game:
_
Other TV: What popular film has a certain attraction to
i)rama: Pamela Sue· Martin .J 950's cfomedian created the many movie goers: Basket Case
portrayedthis teenaged sleuth in
character Percy Dovetonsils?
is a film about ·two siblings who ,
a late-70~s ABC series.
See page 7 for answers~
are born as siamese twins joined·
Comedy: How did Edith
Tq determine your TV Trivia . together at .the side of the chest.
Bunker die?
Quotient:
Duane looks like any other norMovies: Name the father and
6-7 correct. .. Amazing, 4- mal kid~except for his brother
son, who both won Academy
5 ... 0utstanding, 2-3 ... Middling; growing out of his side: On the
Awards for 1948's "The Trea- 0-1 ... Disappointing.
other hand there is Duane's
sure of the Sierra Madre."
More TV trivia questions will brother, who is not even a comNews: What was notable
appear next week.
plete person. This brother is a
about the meeting between
All Questions in TV Gu~de's mutationwith a head, two arms
Soviet Aleksie Leonov and
TV Game were prepared and with claws at the ends and all of
American Thomas Stafford on
authenticated by the editors of this sits on what appears to be
July 17, 1975?
TV Guide magazine. The board his chest. Duane 1s brother is
game is designed for two to 20 hated by his parents and is given
Sports: He was the first player
to wi,n the Grand Slam 6f tennis
~laY~.,I"S. J~ges ..IP,;},() -,~4u!t) .. ~1!4 ' a, name. lhat: is easy to forget..
twic~. ·
·
hsts·Hn' $25.

When the "boys" are about 11 are actually veterinarians.
years old .their father decides to ·~· ·Probably the most expensive
have them separated. He . gets item used in the making of
three "doctors" together at his Basket Case was a very large
house and uses the dining room quantity of stage blood. The acttable as a,. make shift Operating ing costs were very low because
Room where the two brothers there were no big name stars in
are separated against their will. the film. Basket Case seems to
The sound effects for the opera- have been done by a group of
tion are good as are the visual first year acting students and the
effects wl;lich lea,ve nothing to director himself was probably a
the imagination. After quickly . student trying to make some
recovering from the operation, extra cash. The lighting was very
Duane awakes to find his poor, which was evident
brother gone, but with the tele- · throughout the entire film.
pathy that tliey share, Duane Basket Case is supposed to take
finds his brother still alive
a place in New York, but it's
trasQ bag. Duane and "brother" obvious that it's filmed in Gertake out their vengeance on their many, p1:obably on skid row. All
father by brutally murdering in all the film isn't too bad if you
him and then are raised by a have a stro~g stomach which
sympathetic relative. When she accounts for its "'R" rating.
dies the brothers get revenge on When you see Basket Casedon't
the doctors that performed the forget to wear your Basket Case
surgary. Much to their surprise surgical mask which is provided
by the cinema.
they find that two of the doctors

in
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Olympic Art Festi
Choice Returns
By Bo Decker

-side of the stage furthest from all
members of the ..family. And
Mother sits in a plain chair on
the side with two terrified children clinging to her skirt and. funera! shawl. What do we really
have here, friends? What is this
unique play all about, and what
was the Author, Pirandello, trying to dispose of upon our inexperienced minds?
Reality (ind its' illusitory
concept.

I was fortunate enough to see
the American Repertory
Theater perform Pirandello's
play "Six Characters In Search
Of An Author". It was chosen
by the Olympic Arts Council to
appear at the Olympics with
other plays from other nations,
and judged according to . content. But, and I asked, there are
no winners when it comes to
Illusitory?
Art; losers we never ·have. They
Well, maybe I just created a
performed at the Loeb Theater
in Cambridge from September new word but it satisfies my
13th through September 20th. intended connotation. Taking a
Then they tour to New Hamp- quote from the play:
"Each of us is many complex
. shire, Pennsylvania, Kansas
City, and Omaha. Not long after persons, and. each Jives in each
these performances, the group of us."
If you don't understand, 'he is
will_ begin a European tour.
. saying that all of our personali(That date is not yet set.)
The house was booked solid ties are alive, in the mental
with "Standing Room Only" on sense, and that we are atl made
all the seven nights. Thankfully.I up of this cast of characters. But
had tickets, excellent ones dis- where does reality fit in? Are we
real only when taken as whole
counted by the Student Union;
persons; or can we believe that
·yet gldly would I have stood for
the entire performance. A young each of our "characters" are
real?
man sitting .next to me was
Every day we go through life
watching his first play, his first
live performance. What a thrill unaware at certain times, and
it must have been! To see a play other times (maybe at home)
.·.

>~'>· .,, 9£,.,~~ Q'.WUi\Y.;~~,~~;~~Q•
one of such unconventional
techniques in cheater portrayal.

T.he action of the play takes
place during a rehearsal of the
A.R.T. company. This overshadows the play but it is an
adaptation of what Pirandello
actually had, simply because
Pirandello wrgte in the 30's.
Suddenly all 6 characters appear
in· the ;backand center stage of
the .stage, silhouetted in white
light. They are a family and their
appearance to the audience
under the lights are faces of
deathly palor. Are they dead?
N 0' They are the characters in a
play who have no further life,
because the author decided to
leave the ,play unfinished.
Throughout the play, we the
audience (and the company on
stage, who appear just as spellbo.und) listen and w~tch as the
Father and Daughter explain
the plot through outbursts and
.. monologues. At points in the
play they made me almost root
for them to have life and existance. And the Actors(company)
pose a few questions which seem
to be taken from the audience's
lips: some funny and others
serious. The Son, who must
have been in his late twenties, is
always presenting an aura, not
words. He merely stands to a

"l~~~~~~

.

gone: but the Characters are not
satisfied with the Actor's por,
trayaJ: a gross misinterpretati on.
"But you are not us, .. yells the
Father to everyone.
On his side, an actor replies,
"it has to do with them being
themselves."
Could Characters exist
beyond their role? Don't they? if.
not, then what is· life? I do not
intend· to continue addressing
this and other questions, simply
because we are all still trying to
answer these for our own lives. I
will ask this, that when the,performers perform, who's truth do
we perform: the character's of
the performer's?
W:.hat 's the tragedy!/??
Are you blind, man? The
tragedy lies in' Pirandello's
prtrayal of Reality. But then
that's what he intended. The
unfinished story ends as it
. always ·will: The suffering and
innocent little girl drowns in a
pond (the effects were excellent)
from. lack of attention, and her
bastard brother (the little boy)
watches sadly. Finally, probably
since he has none else left who
understands his pain, he puts a

. . ~rt,~~1sll .

alien to our personality. But, as

I

phic enough,

.
Basketcase

is evident from the amount of lovers?!).
study placed upon the PsychoLights black out.
logical and Educative sciences,
The' stage is in hysterics and
the alien is naught but the an ambulance is called.
stranger who hides his face when
The actors rush to the boy.
we ask him/ her/ ourselves to
Lights up.
reveal him or herself.
The characters are gone; all of
So it is on the stage.
them.
1
And this is simply because the
And most of the company
stage is life's mirror. Instances leaves so~h after,. failing ·to
or eras are captured, extracted,· accept what has happened
expounded, abstracted, 4lis- them as real, no less;,truly pursected, realized,· or.· just por- posefu.l. But then. does'n 't destiny
trayed. And the question to th~ work h~nd in hand·..with fate,
pklayright and director both conspiring and comprom. becomes: If realityis to, be poi\. ising with reality, to give us life?
traye_d, how real should reality
Takenfrom an ~xcerpt of an
become?
int~rview with the Artistic·
Huh!
Director, Robert Brustien\ a
You might be saying that this question was asked of him con~
play sounds too deep to be of .· cerning one of the . questions
interest or. understandable, but · . Pirandelfo raises, whether Art
you couldn't be furth~r from the ari exercise in; futility; and in
truth. .The pl~y and p7rfor- regards to wh~t the play promance is fantastic. I mean,. it was pounds, Burstei11 answers;
.chosen for the Olympics. What
. "Resoundingly, .gloriously,
we see on the stage is a story . triumphantly...NO!"
withi~ a story; yet it is carried
~The play willno doubtbe per•
one step beyond. It bears on otir ·.formed again sometime after the
notions of time, truth, and self- Europ~an ·tour, or' maybe by
hood. ~s the play approaches anothpr group (BSC?); so if you
the end mg, and the Character's get the chance, go and see it. It
play seems to. be full ste~m will be that~hich you want it to
ahead, they look more alive;
be: Reality;
·
that deathly. palor seems to be
·

Karl Weldergott In "Really Rosie"

Talent, Ambition
arid Luck (from p. 1)
The Tempest. Two years ago, he
asked Dr. Levine to do .some
acting with him, and so they did
three short scenes in the Library
Lecture Hall to a full house.
Torch Song Trilogy, which 1
has won a Pulit7er Pri7e and a

Tony Award for best play, will
be playing in Providence on
January 21 (at which theater is
as yet unknown). Here will be a
chance to see a BSC graduate
who had a little luck, and lots of
talent and ambition.

to

is

.Karl In "(4umpelstlltskln"
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Party" and "The Hump" are
perfect exam pl es of mixing surf.
'n psychedelia, while "High On
A Cloud" is pure acid at its finest. Eyes Of Mind, although in a
You know, people come up to
softer vein, still manage to show
rue and tell me I'm still living in
what the 60's were all about.
the 60's, and I should realize that
Their EP,. Tales Of the Turit's now.the 80's. Well, I've got
quoise Umbrella isn't too bad.
some news for you. The 60's are
Rhode Island's Plan 9's second
still alive! Thanks to recent
LP, Dealing With the Dead is an
releases on the Voxx and Midalbum that if the cover doesn't
night International labels, psyblow you away, the music will.
chedelia lives on! New bands
Cuts like "Gone" will have you
such as The Pandoras, Plan 9,
moving as you listen. Shine the
The Things, The Cheepskates,
old black light on the cover for a
The Outta Place, and The Eyes
Of Mind lead the wave of new
real treat!
psychedelia. The Pandoras (not
They also call psychedelia
to be confused with the one-hit
"garage music", and NY's own
wonders of l 967) are a 4-girl
cave teens (or so it says on the
band who combine psychedelia
EP cover), The Outta Place
with surf music, and the mix is
prove it! At times hard to hear,
something else. Lead singer
due to overload, cuts like (what
Paula Pierce may at times sound
else?) "Louie Louie" and "Bonus
like Joan Jett, but other than
Track" show what the "garage"
that ... ,cuts like .. Monster Beach . sound was all about. The com pi-

By Scooter Livingston
Contributing Writer

lation LP Battle of the Garages,
Part II features local Boston
band Prime Movers doing
"Where It's At", but any LP that
has the theme from one of my
favorite Japanese horror flicks
("Green· Slime" by The Fuzztones) gets a five star rating in
my book!
The Chepskates LP Run Better Run is another album that
exudes psychedelia; I can't even
single out one cut to tell you
about, the LP is that good. But
don't just take my word. Check
'em out! So if you weren't
around to know what a Farfisa
organ or a Vox guitar sounded
like, or if you never heard the
Strawberry Alarm Clock, 13th
Floor Elevators, or The Blues
Magoos and The Shadows of
Knight, you'll soon hear what
you missed if you check out Plan
9 and the rest of the bunch. See
ya!

Bridgewater State
College
ns mble Theatre
PR
NTS
''Wonderful Town''
October 25, 26, 27

A student bites a teacher.
The school psychologist goes berserk.
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can't read or write.

TEACHERS·
United Artists Presents
An AARON RUSSO Production
An ARTHUR HILLER Film

· 1
I

NICK NOLTE· JOBETH WILLIAMS· JUDD HIRSCH· RALPH MACCHIO
"TEACHERS" ALLEN GARFIELD With LEE GRANT and RICHARD MULLIGAN

starring

.,

Written by W.R. Mc!UNNEY Production Designed by RIC.HARD MacDONALD .OircctorofPhotognphy DAVIDM. WALSH
m~· Executive Producer IRWIN RUSSO Produced by AARON RUSSO Directed By ARTHUR HILLER
.
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GARFIELD~>

by Jim Davis
IT CAN'T BE

I .GOT YOO 60ME.THiNG-

THAT
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ACROSS
1 Soaks up
5 Part of
fireplace ·
9·· Dude

12 Nobleman
13 Comfort
14 Guido's high
note
. 15 Body of Boy
Scouts
17 One-base
hits
19 Brags
21 Booty

DOWN

Answers in 2 weeks

'.CROSS

.··· 1 Deposit
2 Paddle
3 Difficulty

WORD
PUZZLE

4 Sailing·vessel
5 Compass
point
6 Head of
church parish
]

FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

Egyptian

goddess
8 Number
9 Criminal
22 Succor
10 Butter
24 River in
substitute:
Italy
colloq.
25 Chicken
11 Time gone by
26 Beverage ·
16 Parent:
27 Individual
colloq.
29 College
18 Secluded
degree~ abbr.
valley
31 Male sheep
20 Dance
32 Babylonian
22 Rabbit
deity
23 Verve
33 Conjunction 25 Vast throng
34 Algonquian
Indian
35 Printer's
measure
36 Recluse
38 Transfix
39 Armed
conflict
40 Man's
nickname
41 Detest
42 Mischievous
44 Female

27 Equal
41 Ustensto
28 Goes by
42 Redact
water
43 Gl.rl's name
44Sow
29 Badger
30 Skin ailment 45 Symbol for
tellurium
34 Undaunted
47 Pronoun
36 Nimbus
49 The self
37 Earliest.
50 Recent
39 Cleaned by
53 Note of scale
rubbing
5

6

7

8

relative

-

46'Deprived of
office ·
48 Consumed
51 Anger·
52 Part of foot
54 Frenzy
5S"'Voungster
56 Girl's name
57 Winter precipitation
· © 1983 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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HO ECOMING
Here's To You Bears
1840
1984
Homecoming '84 is fast
approaching and you won't
want to miss any of it! Homecoming weekend has traditionally been one of the biggest on
campus and this year will be no
different. Rangeing from bands
to parades to the traditional
Bears vs. Curry football game
there i's something for everyone.
The weekend starts early and
eager on Thursday with a Senior
Class sponsored all ages event in
the ballroom. The hit band
"Fashio~" will be featured and
the Homecoming King and
Queen will be announced.
That's not all-All those over 20
,, will be able to go to the Citizen's
Club to see Cape Cod's finest,
the incomparable D.J. Sullivaq.
This event is sponsored by the
Phi Pi Delta Fraternity and will
be held frpm 8 p.m. to I a:m.
Believe it or not, thats only
the beginning. Friday night,
October 12, Sigma Chi is hold-

ing its' annual bonfire beginning
at 7 p.m. and featuring own BSC
cheerleaders. Also on Friday
night the Program Committee
answers the demand for a repeat
performance of "Metro Night"
in the ballroom. This event is
open to all ages.
On Saturday morning, if you
are a resident of Pope or Scott,
you are most cordially invited to
a champagne brunch in Scott
Hall. (A great lift for the morning after.) Also Saturday morning is the Homecoming Parade.

Floats will be judged at 11:15.
First prize wins a trophy and
$100.00. Deadlines for entry of
floats will be Tuesday, October
10, 1984. The parade will leave
from the front of Boyden Hall at-..
11:30 sharp!!! The parade win
travel through Bridgewater center and then on toward the footM
ball game. Saturday night there
are several fun filled events to
choose from. The Alumni Association will be sponsoring Irish
night. May the luck o' the Irish
Night at Tilly from 8:00 to mid-

be with you. The St.udent
Government Association will
present "Rags~' in the ballroom
from 8:00 to midnight. All ages
welcome. Also, the Program
Committee will present "live
entertainment" in the Rat. PC
hasn't let anyone down yet.
All events open to all ages will
have a full cash bar with proper
ID only. This means validated
BSC ID and Massachusetts
driver's license to gain access t~
bar. Definately
duplicates.
Tickets for all events will be on
sale Oct. 5th and 10th 9:00 a.m.
to l l :00 a. m. and Oct. 9th 11 :00
a.m. to I p.m. in the auditorium
foyer. These are the only times
you can get tickets, so don't
delay!
Whether you are a freshman
or· an alumni or anything in
between, Homecoming will be
the best time all year. Make it
better- Be there!

no

Ticket &
·AlcohQ/ Policy·
Tickets for all ev~nts will
be on sale Oct. 5th and l 0th,
9:00 to 11 :00 and Oct. 11 :00
a.m. to I :00 p.m. in the Auditorium "Foyer.
Two tickets per BSC ID.
You must be twenty years of
age to purchase tickets for
over 20 events and you must
. show your license.
All BSC students must
have a BSC ID to enter any
events and a Massachusetts
driver's license for over 20
events. If you bring a guest,
they must also have a valid
license. No duplicates
~ccepted-No exceptions.

S.U.P.C.
u 1van
at the
Citizen's Club
'Begin the Homecoming
Festivities with D.J. Sullivan and a Miller Lite Promo
Nite.
Phi Pi Delta is proud to
announce that D.J. Sullivan
is coming to Bridgewater on
Thursday, October .I I at
8:00 p.m. at the Citizens
Club. Anyone familiar with
Cape Cod's party life will
know of D.J. ·Sullivan's
rambunctious happy hours
at the Mill Hill Club. He is
famous for audience participation and creating the best
rowdy-party atmosphere to
be found anywhere.
D.J. Sullivan has been in
the, business for over 15
years and his unique style is
second to none. The evening
is a must for anyone over 20
years of age.
. Tickets will be. $4.00
advance and $5.00 at the

in

dooi.

Join the SSC Bear for the Homecoming Football game
and all other Homecoming Events.' ,

Irish Night & More
hot h'ordeuvres buffet,
The Bridgewater
special college. flicks and
Alumni Association is
other surprises. Th~party
spo~soring three events
will be from 4:00 to. 6:00
for this year's Homecom~
p.m. Tickets will be avail-·
ing Cel,ebration. Tµe
able at the sales ticket
Alumni Associations
times. · Mass. Driver's
invites all to Swenson .
License required for ID.
Field ·before the Bears
The highlight of
kick-off against Curry for
Homecoming Weekend
the traditional Tailgating
is Irish Night in TillinghParty. There
be grills
ast Hall. This traditiQnal
set up for those who want
Homecoming event is
to cook up their own hot
dogs, burgers, and· sponsored by the Bridge•
water Alumni Associakabobs.
tion and hosted by the
After the game the
Class of 1984. The group
Alumni Association is
performing .is Tom Barhosting a Post Game
tlett and Unicorn. The
Party at El Torito's in
Middleboro. This event is . special ticket price for
undergraduates is $5.00
open to members of the
per ticket, all others
college community that
$8.00. This is an over 20
are over 20 years of age.
The admission price is
event, and positiye ID is
required.
$3.00- There will be a

·The S.U. Program Committee will sponsor two events. the
weekend of H omecomfog. · On
Friday night, Octo.ber 12th and
Saturday night the 13th the
events, are scheduled. Both
events will run from 8 p.m. to 12
a.m., and ticket prices will be
$3.00/2 per ID for each night.
The ballroom will become a
video dance club on Friday nite
for the second annual, '"Metro"
Nite." Two 9 by 12 screens combined with today's hottest tunes
. to provide all your dancing pleasµre. Get thos(1 boogie shoes
ready!!! A11 ages are welcome
and a cash bar will be provided
fot those of age. A MA license
must be presented along with a
valid B.S. C. ID.
On Saturday night in· the
Ratskeller, The Peter Dayton

Band hasi top bf.IL Boston .has
· once ligain provided us with this
lively, dance band. RkOcasick,
lead singer of The Cars, produces the albums and adds some
familiar Cars sound to the band.
Described as new music with a
rhythm and blues base, ·get
ready to rockt But before the
band begins ... "the funniest person in Massachusetts," will
shake your· sides. Tom Hayes
has ,recently been dubbed by
Showtime Cable Network with
this title. "His vesatile repetoire
of original comedy, 'sight gags,
audience participation and
magic... " is specially suited for
B.S.C. students. The show begins· at 8:30 sharp, so get ·there
early for good seats. Get ready
Bridgewater, the BEST Homecoming events,are yet to come!

will

Se, page·12and
13 for King and
Queen t~omina
tlons . .

The SGA~sponsored Event features "Rags," from &~Midnight in the
S.U. ·Ballroom;, Saturday evening, October 13. Photo: Jean Renartf
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King

Homecoming

Mary McLaughlin·
Age: 21

David P. Lane
Age:26
Major: Political Science
Lenoxdale Ma.
Coordinator Rathskellar I yr
S.U.P.C.:2yrs. Advisor project
P.A.R.T. Y. :iyrs. Scott Hall
president: lyr.

Major: Political Science Minor:
Business
Randolph
Presidential Advisor S.G.A.,
Treasurer, Board of Governors, 2
yrs., Senator, S.G.A., Political
Science Club, Work in Rat.

Laura~e

Major:Management Science
Milford Ma.
Class Senator, Rights arid Free.:
doms Committee, Athletic Fee
Committee, Varsity Football
1,2,3,4, Society for the Advance~
ment of Management (S.A.M.)

• ·:·1¥ ··.'2:.'Yrs4'¥i~l:l~~~ta~~~~lnber~""-;~*';,':

of S. AM.: 2yrs.. R ugby-3 yrs.,

Treasurer 2, Vice-Chairperson
Judicial Board Shea-Durgin-I,
Res id en t As s is tan t- S he a -1 ,
Intramural Basketball-I yr.
Supervisor, Walking Security,
Cook in the RaL

.

.

2nd Annual Sigma Chi Bonfire

Age:21

Major:Coinmun
Quincy M~
Women's volleyball:
gram Committee: 2 yr
Debate teatn: 2 yrs. ~
. Rathskellar: 2 yrs.
volleyball & -basketba

Age: t2
Major: Physical E
Mike Ruane
Age: 21

Major: Physical Education
Charlton, Mass. .
Resident Assistant at Durgin
1983-84, 84-Present, Member of
Project P.A.R.T.Y.- 2 yrs.,
Intramurals-Softball 3 yrs., Stu-·
.dent Union Employee, 2 yrs.,
Mailroom Employee-3yrs.,
Children Physical Developmental
Clinic-2yrs .

Jeanette Humphreys
Age: 20

'Major: Physical Education
Lunenburg, MA.President: Kappa Phi Omega .
Society, Vice-President:~ Kappa
Phi Omega, 1 yr., intramural- basketball, volleyball, work in Student Union - U nioh Desk.·

.~

Kerry De

Mike Mendeh

Dave Buckley
Age:22

Methuen M?c.
Vice-pres class ... of 85,Treasure:

Psul S. Silva
Age:21
Major: Management
Lynn Ma.
S. U .P.C.: 3yrs. Entertaiment
Chairperson; lyr. Volleyball
intermural, library security, Vicepres Shea-Durgin 82-83

Richard Mankavech
Age: 23
Major: Computer Science Minor:
Management Science
· Stoughton
President Phi Pi Delta, SenatorAt-Large, S.G.A., Academic Policies Committee, Student Services
Committee, Tennis Court Project
Committee, Intramural Football,
Hockey, Chairperson Red Cross
Blood Drives.

an

Elizabeth ·A. Norton

Age:21
Major: Communication
Quincy Ma.S .U .P.C.: 2yrs. progect
P.A.R.T.Y.: 3yrs. (Ch~irperson)
Womens volleyball,Speach &
Debate: 3yrs. Athletic Fee Committee, Rathskellar, Information
booth
·

Billerica, M

Lacrosse Captain,. 8(
Upsilon Fratemiry,r

Committee, B.A.r:R~,~
Floor Hockey Supe:
Basketball, Works ii
and gym.

.... I

Eileen Bre
Age:20
Major: Commur
Foxbpro,N
Student- Union Progr
tee:3 yrs. Progect F
· ~'rs. Student Affairs" i

.~

On· Friday October 12, the
SIG MA CHI Fraternity is sponsoring their second annual
Homecoming BONFIRE and
Pep-Rally, to be held fa front of
Shea/ Durgin Hall, adjacent to
the softball field. SIGMA CHI
welcomes ad·ministra ti on,
faculty, the entire student body,
and especially the Bears Football Team and Coaches,~as they

move closer to their massacre of
Curry College on Saturday.
The evenings activities will
include the introduction of the
football coaches, captains, and
other distinguished guests. In
addition, the B.S.C. Football
Cheerleaders will host an energenic and interesting event; the
girls work hard to boost your

1

spirit, encourage enthusiasm,
and make you laugh.
The festivities will begin at
7:00 p.m., don't miss it! There
are various activities going on
around campus during Homecoming Weekend and Sigma
Chi encourages everyon·e to get
involved, show your spirit, and
have a great time!!

FLOATS-- You still have time to er
in Jeff Nummelin's mailbox in SGi
1984. First Prize: $100.00 plus trop

DORMS-Will be judged accordin!l
rating with the theme of the parade

Thursday, October

4~
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Queen Nomine s
,
ication
2 yrs. Pro-

s. Speach&
Work in the
Inturmural
ll

ber1
duoation
A.
1-84 ', Alpha

Joseph P. H9lden Jr.
Age: 22
Major: Management
Sigma Chi Fraternity, ·Bartender
at Rathskellar, Intramural Volleyball and Hockey. ·

Maggie Tysen
. Age 21
Major: Psychology Concentration: Medical Psych.
Secretary Phi Pi Delta, Work
Study at Student S~rvices, work
on Red Cross Blooddrives.

Susan Lavallee
Age:21
Major: Political Science
Haverhill Ma.
Rathskellar em lo ee

Jeff May
Age: 21
Major: Speech Communication
Milfrod, MA.

Francisco J. Meneses
Age:23
·Major: Business Management
Somerville Ma.
Treasurer of S.G.A. 83-84~Class
Senator 81-83, tour guide 82-84,
~Instrumental in getting allocations for new Tennis Courts.

Carrie Kulick
Age: 21
Major: Speech Communication
Medford
Former: . Class Officer, Handi

·~~~h:.-\._~~:'.,:;

•~President,

tee, BSC Baseball 1 .2 yrs.,
Inter~ural-Football; Basket.ball, s·oftball, 4 yrs., Children's
Clinic-2 semesters, Shea/Durgin Executive Board, President:
Sigma Chi Fraternity, President:
Senior Class.

:visor, l.M.
l mailroom

College Committee, member and
chairperson, Comment. staff ~ri
ter, ·speech and .debate team,
Woman's Center, SGA Senator 2
yrs., 2nd Viet;: Presidenf·in charge
of Homecoming.

Senior .Class ...
en
,ication
[a.

Doug Smith
Age:22
Major: Elementary Education
Scituate, Ma .
. Vice President Sigma· Chi: .Jyrs.
Orientation leader: 2yrs. R.A.:
2yrs. Class of 85 Marshall,. intermural street hockey: 3yrs.

amCommit•.A.R.T.Y.:3
:ommittee.

tter floats. Just drop a note
\.by Tuesday, October 10,

hy.
to their originality in deco-

The Senior Class would like to invite you to step to the beat of "The Fashion" on Thurs~ay.
October 11 from 8-12. This will be an ail ages event with a full cash bar (proper BSC ID and license
required).
.
·
·
The Fashion an uptoon top fourty rock band has been rated as one of Boston's best. Other
features in this kick off event will be the annol.lncement of this year's Homecoming King and
Queen. Get your tickets early or there ni.ay not be any left. Tickets will be sold in the Auditorium
Foyer Wednesday from9~1 l a.m. and 6:30-8:30, Thurs.day~ 11-l and Friday 9-11.
'
Kick off your weekend with one of the mostmemorable events for this Homecoming Weekend.
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EVENTS
ThU,rs. 10/11/84
Senior
Class
Presents

Phi Pi

The Fashion

Delta
PROMO

NIGHT

Sat.10/13/84
Special
Pancake
Breakfast

Scott & Pope
Champagne
. Brunch
9:00

a.m. -

-·-

9-10 a.m .
Shea/Durgin
Cafe

11 :00 a.m.

Float Judging in front of Tilly
11:15

Parade.

D.J.
Sullivan

Ballroom
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.

ALL.AGES

· ,Fri 10/12/84 .

.. Post Game Party at
·· . El ·Torito's
· All Students over 20 are
welcome to. attend

Program.
Committee
presents
-Metro Night

S. G .A.

~lumni

Assoc · ,ie -·
presents .
·~
iC .

IRISH
·~
..
iC
. RA GS NIGf-!_T c":~:,7t:e
·presents
..

,,-,r

presents

*************

The
Peter Dayton
.eand

. Ballroom

**************

in the Rat

-

8:00-12:00

a~·oo

·ALL AGES·

iC
iC
i<

12;00

. ALL AGES··
"' ~ -.. ' .... ' .............. '. . . . . . . ... " . ' ."" ..... '....

.
.
11
Ba1 room

.in Tillinghast
OVER 20 .

-~ .

ie
iC .._·. -.· .
12 . ' . . ..~·"' .· ·.:...,._

. .'----------------IAiliiiiili............................
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ' . ' 8
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News From
Career Planning
and Placement
International Careers
With the U.S. Government
Seniors who are interested in employment, with the federal
agencies of the Department of State, Dept. cif Commerce (Foreign Commercial Service), and the International Communication Agency (ICA) need to be aware of the upcoming Foreign
Service Exam. It is required of all who plan on applying for
positions in one/ all of the above agencies. It is given once per
year in December, and the eligibility rules are that you must be a
minimum of 20 years of age and a U.S. citizen.
The exam will be given in Boston on Saturday, December 1,
1984. Deadline to apply is October 19, 1984. Applications and_
detailed descriptions on the various agencies and positions
within them are available in the CPP office.
1

Army Reserve Recruiter Visit
A representative of the U.S. Army Reserves will be on campus
on Monday October 15, 1984 from 10-2 in front of the bookstore to speak with all interested students. The reserves offers
training, financial assistance, and other benefits for _students
who enter its program. Mr. Paul Provencher will be here.

Interested in Law School?
On Tuesday October 16, 1984, from 11-2 in the Martha
Dennison Rondileau Room of the Maxwell Library, Ms. Mary
Danehy, the Director of Admissions of the New Eng,and School
of Law will be here to meet with interested students. She will
discuss the kinds of backgrounds law schools in general seek in
applicants, and spend some time talking about New England's
particular program. All m'ajors are welcome. This is being sponsored by the ·career .Planning a:t:td Placement Office.

October '84 CPP Workshop Schedule
Monday, October 15, 1984at ll:OOa.m.--Graduateand Professional Schools-The selection and application process.

CPP Oct. '84 Recruiting Schedule
October 1-4, U.S. Marines for Officers Candidates School.
All majors considered. .
_
·
. October 3, l~, 31, N.atfonal Guard for National Guardsmen.
All majors considered.
October 10, Hayden School for Counselors and Teachers.
Social Work, Psychology, Education majors considered.
October 16, N.E. School of Law for Graduate School Applicants. A}l majors considered.
October 18, Sanders Associates for Computer Programmers.
Computer Science/ Math majors considered.
October 23, National Security Agency for Computer Scientists. Computer Science/ Math majors ·considered.
October 30, C.V.S. Inc. for Retail Mgt. Trainees. Alhnajors
considered.
October 31, Electronic Data Systems for Computer Prqgrammers. Computer Science/ Math majors accepted.
.
To interview, seniors are requtred to sign up a minimum of 1
week in advance. Information on the organizations and positions is available in the CPP office. -

Graduate School Day
On Tuesday, October 23, 1984 from 10-3 in the Student
Cent~r of Stonehill College, a Graduate School Day will be

'held. Over 35 institutions from New England and New York will
be there to' meet with students considering graduate study.
There is no charge for attendance and the institutions will cover
the following fields: Business Law, Social Work, Counseling,
Health Care, Liberal Arts, Education, Criminal Justice, Com.:
munications and others.
This event is being jointly sponsored and run by the CPP
offices of Stonehill, Bridgewater State, and Wheaton. A list of
attending schools wi11 be available in the Bridgewater CPP
office one week before the event.

Guide To Careers
Business Week's Guide To Careers recently launched its
~t?ber 1984 issue. The guide is edited for young adults who are

busmess and liberal arts students at more than 1;300 colleges
and universities in the U.S.
Included in the magazine's current issue are such articles as: 7

Entry-Level Job Traps; Those Intimidating Interview Questions,- When You Don't Know What Td Do; How To.Pick A
Gr_owth Company; The Importance of Fringe Benefits.
The October issue also highlights careers in law, hotel management and investor relations.

, There'sanX-~24®locatedat
;.· the CamRUS Plaza Shopping Center,
on Broad Street (Rt.18) mBridgewater.
of more than
_
600, 000 people
already using X-Press 24 automated
tellers, you know BayBanks has ~
Something Better.
· And now there are more than 550
automated teller machines, including
a new one right at here at the
Campus Plaza. So it's even easier

hours a day.
What's more, each X-Press 24 is
backed by highly trained prof~ssion
als and the most advanced 'technology_ available.
And that explains why so many
people rely on Something Better.

BafBank Norfolk
Memht•r FDIC

Soviet Rock Groups,
Banned; Discos shut
down. Article from page ~2
from a house-renovation
partnership. Jones' challenger, former U.S. attorney
Frank Keating, tried to make
· hay ·out of the situation, but
Democratic sources believe it
will amount to little. Said
one: ''If the best thing Keating can come up with is that
Jim forgot to check the right
box on a disclosure form,
then Keating is in trouble."
Confidential. File: Diplomatic sources say that Soviet
officials in charge of cultural
affairs have become upset at
the pernicious affect of Western style rocl_c music on
Soviet youth. In the past

year, several Soviet rock
groups have been banned and
several discotheques closed
or ordered to switch to. less
subversive music.
- The CIA reported several years ago that the Soviet
Union's oil production would
fall off so severely that by this
year it would be a net importer of oil. The chilling conclusion of the CIA 's forecast was
that the Kremlin, desperate
for oil, would move to take
over the Persian _Gulf 'oil
fields. But the Brookings
Institution recently reported
that Soviet petroleum
exports ha\le actually risen in

recent years and predicted
that the Soviet Union will
remain an energy-exporter
well into the next decade.
-The People's_ Republic
of China ij~ \ M'ecific and
secret shopping list for U.S.
military equipment. Accord..:. ,
ing to Pentagon officials, the ·
three items Chinese officials
want most are advanced electronic equipment for their
· aircraft, high technology
artillery shells and TOW
anti-tank missles. For all
three items, the Chinese want
a co-production agreement
with the United States.

·t.;.;...._.....C~o~p-ie~~~,a~t~e-a~v~ai~la~b~I_e~in~th~e~C~P~P~of_f~iC~e_. ...;.___~-:--:-:-:-".~"".'""".'·. --~--~----~~~~~~~~~..;_~~~--.-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_.,.:•,,.·
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in the freshman Center.

WRITI
CENrER
By

Ber:so:l and

Kenr::eth Mdmire
H·"rlte:rs

:;;;..::::~

as the Acid R~1in cap.
the Hazarcous Waste Camthe Consumer
and the Bar:;k Float
BiH.
Jav Fasci. a freshman out
of Hanson Mass .. has been
leading students to understand the importance of pubiic awareness arid the the
importance of the issues.
Last Thursday a meeting
was heid in which the group
was able to outline their
ebjectives and discuss the
bills they wiH be working on
this semester.
Why do students participate in the State House
Watch?
Thev want to ensure that
legislators know where their
constituents stand on key
public interest issues. In trying to pass the biHs through
lobbying, the students are
becoming actively enrolled in
the process of passing the
bills and because of their
hard work, something good
is coming out of it. The
"'something.gone!~ is that students are actually making
good use of the political system today. Students can
make a difference. and a big
difference at that, through
plain old hard work. Let me
ask one question~ If students
and citizens do not do the job
ri~t, .. who wim
All the nineteen. college
01lllpU$es where .Massphg is

dean un excess dumps
because the bm wiH back up
the Super Fund Bill.
Although this sounds confusing, it reaHv isn't. The Super
F;nd Bili ·forces industries
of megaa dumping to
pay a fine. The total amount
of these fines was $25 million,
but only a small amount was
allocated for use.
The 1-5-10 bill is composed
as such: 1 vear to evaluate the
dumps, 5- years to clean up
the worst dumps, and IO
years to clean up the remaining areas. The 1-5-IO bill will
add some substantial backing
to the Super Fund Bill. Victim compensatipn is an
important aspect of the
Hazardous Waste Bill. Victim compensation will aid
people who have been
affected by this blatant act of
ignorance. Illegal dumping,
the third point of the Hazardous' Waste Bill, would give
the Dept. of Environmental
and Quality Engineering the
power to fine the offenders
up to $10 thousand dollars
per day. The fourth point of
the bill would help decrease
the amount of hazardous
waste being produced by providing incentives for better
methods to deal with the
waste.

The

Hazardous Waste
Campaign is just one of the
issues that the students are
watching over. Another
important issue is the Acid
Rain Cap. This would put an
immediate cap on sulphur
emissions in Massachusetts.
Several other important
issues being ·watched .over
include: the Consumer Utjlity .Board, a bank.float~and
located are working hard on mail-in voter registration.
an aspect of the State House
The Consumer Utilities
Watch which ties into the
Board would establish a conmain Masspirg organization.
sumer watchdog group to
The biggest bill that BSC
give citizens a voice in deciPirg is working on now is the
sions affecting phone, gas,
and electric rates. A bank
Hazardmis Waste Bill. This
bill is comprised of four float would curtail excessice
points: deaning up excess
check clearing delays by limdumps. stopping illegal
iting the number of days that
dumping. compensation for
a bank can hold a customer's
victims who were exposed to
funds after deposit of a
hazardous waste, and
check. Mail-in voter registradecreasing the amount of tion would allow voters· to
hazardous waste being
register by mail. That's it
produced.
from PIRG this week. Don't
The 1-5-10 bill will help forget to register to vote!!

73 Broad Street. Bridgewater. Mass.

697-9806

Maxwell Library - First floor

Park Avenue entrance

*PROFESSIONAL TUTORING TO ALL STUDENTS
IN THE COLLEGE

HOURS:

*INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNOSIS OF WRITING PROBLEMS

"'EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC WRITING SKILLS
*TECHNIQUES Of INVENTION AND DISCOVERY
(CURING WRITER'S BLOCK)
'*EDITING AND REVISING

Monday: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Tuesday: 10 a.m. - 3 p.rn.
Wednesday: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Wednesday night: 7 p.rn · 10 p.m.
Thursday: 10 a. m .. 3 p.m.
Friday: 10 a.m. - 12 noon

*WRITING WORKSHOPS IN.SPECIAL TOPICS
•AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION
*ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
*RESEARCH SKILLS
*A SUPPORTIVE READER WHO DOES NOT GIVE GRADES

"Jonah who will be 25 in
·the year 2000" to be
shown in Pope Hall
Lounge
' The film

· '( 1~ 1:mva ·• . ·

· IJJ~ , .The.re i~:~u,Ptjl!tl7~' lon~9ut of
.plfi11l;· 1'\i6~k.·:.,wififmies ~j·oh oouectirig

radely relationship to orie·,,,,, . ,"
another. They all abhor the por-

new film series at Bridgev.;ater

mani:re · to fertilize the truck

cine banker and his machina-

State College on October 18 at
7:30 in the lounge at Pope Hall.
This series of films is sponsored
by the Multicultural Committee, a group of faculty, administrators, and students who are
interested in multicultural
issues. These films will be shown
at various locations on.the campus, and. Pope Hall has graciously agreed to host this first
film in the' series~
.

farm of a couple who sell vegetables cheaply. He soon wearies of
this employment and takes to
teaching his employers~ children
and their little neighbors to
draw, paint and to learn crafts o~
life-enchancing nature. Routine
schooling, he insists, is rotten.
He· too is fired ·and must s.eek
still at,iotherjob in the "system"
he despises.
"His vegetable-growing
employer (or co-workers?) is
and odd bloke, preoccupied
with the preservation of .animal.
Iife---especially the whales-being .destroyed by pollution
and by their use in greedy commerce. Still another pers9_nage is
a supermarket saleslady who
undercharges the older customers and other deserving people. She is thrown in ja~l for the
practice.
''All these people have a com.:..
· ·

tions, at one point they force
him out of his office chair and
replace him with ali";e pig wh!ch
they tell him is a more fittmg
occupant. In short, there is little
thev can do to effect an marked
social change but like most of
those of the same mind. they do
what little they can.
As for Jonas, the son newly
born to the ex-printer and his
dear wife, we see him in the last
shot (marked 1980) defacing,
erasing and perhaps drawing
lines through the images of his
forebearers, which suggest their
being tied together as a group to
be remembered in kindness or in
derision. In the meantime, inflation continues, the messy world
rolls merrily on. It is a lighthearted message from troubled
people; neither too hopeful nor
despairing."

Jonah Who Will Be 25 in the
Year2000 was filmed in 1976 by
Swiss-French director Alain
Tanner and John Berger, an
English art critic and novelist. It
became very popular with many
young people, and is still
brought back to enthusuastic
audiences, with some loyal fans
having seen it several times. A
review in the Nation of October
23, 1976 described it as a "thoroughly good-humored picture
which boasts a most engaging
cast.,, rhe film ·shows the per~

sonal lives of eight young people
who discuss and act out their
commitments and disillusions.
, The following summary of the
plot is taken from the Nation
review.
A professor of history gets
fired for teaching in a· wholly
unacademic fashion, with data
but with many quotations from
dissident thinkers of the past,
beginning with. Rousseau, and.
all tending to subversive criticism the contemporary social
scene. The professor is hardly ,
and activist; he sees· history as
continuity ... (and believes that)
rebellions generally end in dictatorships as undesirable as what
they replace.
uAn ex-Trotskyite is chiefly
occupied with guilefully sabotaging a bank-inspired speculation which\ would dispossess the
tenants of lnw-income homes'.

LEGAL
ADVICE

Cash for College Available
$16.5 million unclaimed. Send$1.00
· (refundable) . results guaranteed:
S.D.R., 49-10 Downing St.,
Fallriver, Mass. 02723
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College Student Special!.
Wash* Cut* Blow-dry

---~

$10

Thru October 20
with BSC I.D.

Houn: 9 a.m.-8 p.m Tues .Fri./Sat. 8:3tJ a.m.-5 p.m.

of

Attorney
DONALD HADGE
TIME:
Every Tues. & Thurs.
3 - 7 p.m.

Ideal Parttime Job!
1 Toy Party Company needs
demonstrators to show toys &
gifts-no· investment or experience·

required. Free $300 kit & training:
Call 697 - 2682.

PLACE:
S.G.A. Of/ice
or

Council Chambers

.Free to All
B.S.C. Students

HELP WANTED
Part-time tree work
Experience Necessary
Thompson Tree & landscape Co.

947 - 7510
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Children's· Physic l Developmental
Clinic ann unces its Fall Schedule
of Guest·· Lecturers.
The Children's Physical
Developmental Clinic at Bridgewater State College, which is
undertaking its 11th consecutive
year of service to the community, is a unique physical education program in the Greater
Boston and South Shore area
designed, _to enhance the. physical, motdr and social developmental :q.eeds of children and
youth with physical, mental
and/ or emotional disabilities.
The Clinic program, under
the direction of Dr. Joseph
Huber and Professor Johanne
Smith, is conducted for 4 hours
on Saturday mornings throughout the school year. Each applicant accepted participates in an
individually prescribed activity
and exercise p~ogram con-·

ducted at the Kelly Gymnasium
and Pool Complex. The clinic is
designed to develop gross motor
skill coordination and tQ
enhance the self esteem of
participants.
Dr. Huber, Clinic founder
and director, has chosen a staff
of ninety five Bridgewater State
College undergraduate students
for the 1984-5 school year. The
Clinic program provides the
Bridgewater State College student with a well structured and
closely supervised program
which enables them to relate
classroom theory to teaching
and human service environmen ts.
·As part of each clinician's
learning experience, professionals from associated medical,

psychological and educational
fields are chosen to present specific lectures related to the care,.
treatment, rehabilitation and
education of children and youth
with. special needs. The lectures
are given at weekly seminars
which are conducted between
8:00...9:00 a.m. on Saturday
mornings.
The following list of topics
and dates has been prepared so
interested students, teachers and
parents can attend the free lectures. Each lecture is open to the
college community and the public at large.

••••••••

October 13-Dr. Solomon Slobins, Optometrist, Fall River,
Mass. will be speaking on ..The
Relationship of PerceptualMotor Development to Normal
Human Growth and Development."
.·

November 3-Norah Wiley,
Attorney from Boston, Mass.
will speak on "On Overview of
the Federal Laws on Normalization and Mainstreaming Including Some of the Basic Strategies
for Advocacy." ·

October 20-Dr. Martin Kaplan,
Dentist, Stoughton, Mass. will
be speaking on "Pedodontic
Dentristry: A Medical Service
for Children and Youth with
Special Needs."

November 10-Beau Doherty,
Massachusetts .Special Olympics, Wakefield Mass. will be
speaking on "The Impact of
Massachustees Special Olympics on the Recreational Needs
of the Mentally Retarded."

October 27-Albert Schmickel,
Director, South Shore Respite
Care Center in · Marshfield
Mass. will be speaking on "Respite Care Centers: Alternative
Care for Special Populations."

•••••••
~TUTORING~

Special Student Rates
French - English - Spanish

ALL LEVELS

697 . . 4923

GET IN
It's fourth and goal and you've got the ball. Make your move to the first team.
The National Security Agency offers yQu an all-pro career opportunity in the
,
following fields:
,ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING There
variety of
are opportunities in
research and development projects
ranging from individual equipments to
very complex interactive systems
involving large numbers of microprocessors, minicomputers and
computer graphics. Professional growth
is enhanced through interaction with
highly experienced NSA professionals
and through contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds. Facilities for
engineering analysis· and design
automation are among the best
available.

a

syste1r1s analysis and design, scientific
applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems,
computer networking/security, and
graphics.

language{s) and can plan on many
years of continued professional
growth.

MATHEMATICS You'll work on
diverse agency problems .applying a
variety of mathematical disciplines.
Sp~cific assignments might Include
solving communications-related
problems, performing long-ran'ge
mathematical research or evaluating
communications
new. techniques
security.

THE REWARDS AT NSA NSA offers
a salary and benefit program that's
truly competitive with private industry.
There are assignments for those who
wish to travel and abundant good living
in the Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.
Countless cultural, historical,
recreational and educational opportu.:.
nities are just minutes away from NSA's
convenient suburban location.

LINGUISTS NSA offers a wide range of
COMPUTER SCIENCE At NSA you'll ·challenging assignments for Slavic,
Near Eastern and Asian language
discover one of the largest computer
installations in the world with .almost majors involving translation, transcription
every major vendor of computer . and. analysis/reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on rec4;living
equipment represeryted. NSA caree~s
provide mixtures·ofsuch.disp,ipline.sas .advanced training in ttielr primary·

To find out more about NSA career
opportunities, schedule a~ interview
through your college placement office.
For addition~! information on the
National Security Agency, write. to
National Security Agency, Attn: M322,.
Fort George-G. Meade, Maryland 20755.

for

An

On Campus Recruiting Date:
Oct. 23, 1984

~qual

Opportunity Employer.
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More· people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the Cityof
L6fAngeles.

Weare.
. .
··w1nn1ng.
Please ·
·support the.

AMERICAN.
CANCER9
.-soCIE1Y
"'
·This space contributed as a public service.
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en
Next Week

This Week
Th"lf*day

~edJolces
Assorted Cokl Cereal
"Fresh .fruit
Scrambled Eggs

Chicken Noodle Soup

ChickM Noodle .SQup

ChHSe PiZza
Beet Pot Pie
Wax Bl!ifns

F;esh Chicken Quarters
!!Med Macaroni. Ch~
P. .ley Boiled Potato·
Gnten Beans w/Ba¢on Bits
Mixed _Vegetables

Clam Chowder
Stuffed Peppers
w/Brown Sau~
Flstl Stix on a Bun
Baked Beans
C.ituliflower

Clam Chowder
Bakeo Fish wl lemon
St!Jffed Manicotti
POtato au Grautin.
Peas. w/onions
Com

Vegetable Beef Soup
Meatball Sub
Chicken Croquettes

Vegetable Beef Sou~
Roast loin cf Pork
fried Clam Roll
French Fries
Carrots
Gresn Beans·

Thursday
Aisorted Jufoes

a.

Sausage
Pancakes

Friday
Assorted Juices

Assorted Cold Ctrea!
Fresh fruit
'Cheese Omektt
Wafl'Jes
Assorted Donuts
Toastlbutter/jeUy

Saturday Brunch
Assorted .kliees
Assorted Cold Cereal

EggstoOrdw
French Toast
Assorted Donuts

w/Gravy
Potato Puffs

Toast/butter/jelly

~unday

French Onion Soup
Shaved Roast Beef
on a Bufkie
American Chop Suey
Home Fries
Broccoli

Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Danuta
Toast/butter/jel'.y

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs

Pancakes
Bacon

French union Soup
BBQ ~hicken
Super Bacon Burgers
French Fries
Zuchini in tomato
Cauliflower

Sunday

·~~:..

Clam Chowder
Seafood Platter
Shrimp
Clams
Lasagna w/Meatsaur-e
Broccoli

Chicken Noodle Soup
Roast Sirloin of
Beef w/gravy ·
Grilled ·Knackwurst
w/Sauerkraut
Mashed Potatoes
Beets
Broccoii

«

Clam Chowder
Chicken Filet on a Bun
Tacos
French. Fries
Green Beans

EAT-OUT!!

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal

Chicken Rice f Jup
BeefN-OQdle Au Gratin

,t~~·::c:"",'

Pancakes
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

A-ssorted Donuts
T~~

Chicken No.odle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Fried Clam Roll
Potato Puffs

Monday
Assorted ·Juices
Assorted Cold C~reals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese 0 melet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/putter/jelly

Wednesday

Ch •. "'5l .)melet
French l"oast

Tomato Soup
Chicken Putlets
w/Supreme sauce
Ziti w/ Meatsauce
Italian Potatoes
Peas
Cauliflower

Brunch

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
"Fresh FruitPancakes
Eggs to Order
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

i,,.:

ComChowd&r
Cheese Dreams w/bacon
Chicken Pot Pie w/Biscuit
Mexican com
Potato Puffs

Tomato Soup
Steak & Cheese Sub
Tuna Salid on a Bulkie
Home Fries_
Zuchini and tomato

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Eggs to Order
·
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Assorted Donuts

Assorted .Juices
As•
"' • Cold ~reals
F,1
iit

_Glam Chowder
Fried Fish Tails
Pepperoni Pizza
Onion Rings
Green Beans
Sliced Garrot$

·saturday Brunch

Soup Du Jour
Soup Du Jour
Pepper Steak w/onions
Cheese Pizza
Baked Macaroni & Cheese on a Sub Roll
Ham Steak w/sliced
Sliced Beets
French Fries
Pineapple
Carrots
Green Beans

Clam dhowder
Fish Square on a bun
Meatloaf wlgravy
Mashed Potato
Zuchini and tomato

Clam Chowder
Hot Pastrami on Bulkie
Tuna Melts
Mixed Vegetables

Friday

Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit

Soup Ou Jour
Roast Turkey
w/dresslng and gravy
Mashed Potato
1.hlb Hamburger w/Bacon
Cauliflower Au Grautin
Italian Blend Vegetables

Assorted Juices
. Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly .

Brunch

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Eggs to Order
Waffles
A~rted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Soup Du Jour
Taco w/ Shredded lettuce
Fried Chicken Nuggets
w/ choice of sauces
Peas
French Fries

Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Pancakes
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Italian Mixed Vegetables
Broccoli
French Bread

Wedhesday

Corn Chowder
Yankee Pot Roast .
Jardinere
Pork Sausage w/Gravy
Chinese Mixed Vegetables

Assorted Juic.es
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
French Toast
Ass,orted Donuts
T OJ.SVbu1ter/jelly

Fried. Rice
Wax Bel'lns

Corn Chowder
Pizza
Turkey Tetrazzini.
Potato Puffs
French Cut Green Beans

,. l'l

Corn Chowder
Pork Chops w/Stuffing
1.4 Pounders w/ Bacon
Hot Apple Sauce
Mashed Potatoes
Squash
Oriental Blend Vegetables
0i

''L"bngest Day
LETTER {from p •. 2 ) - - _ . . ; . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

of Golfn
Golfers will hit the links at
sunrise at the Easton Country
Club and continue driving and
sinking putts until sunset on
Wednesday, Oct. IOi for the
•Longest Day of Golf"', sponsored locally by McMenamy•s
Seafoods and Joe Riley Realty.
This is to benefit the Greater
Brockton Unit of ~he American
Cancer Society, according to
Ann McMenamy. event chairperson and member of the
Brockton Unit Board of Directors. The unit serves the city of
Brockton and eleven area
4

towns.
''The .money raised through
this event," Ms. McMenamy
!!aid "will be used locally to provide' sickroom supplies to cancer
patients and laboratory equipment for cancer researchers and
to help fund m~ny other educ,ational and service programs tor
the fight against cancer."
Volunteers will play as many
holes of golf as possible from
sunrise to sunset. according to
Ms. Mcl\frnamy. and the local

resiaenf-Ziret"·f;C:ihg "asked rr• 'l'H:~ ... ,.,.,

monetary pledges for each hole
completed.
Testing their stamina in the
~·Longest Day of Golf" while
raising_ money to fight cancer
will be Frank Evans, Larry
Evans and Joe N edrow1
Cohasset; Frank Evans Jr.
Brookline~ Jim Clancy~ Quincy;
and Brad Ditman, Steve Sullivan, Greg Buckley, Joseph B.
Riley, David P. McMenamy
and Dennis E. McMenamy, all
of Brockton.
Nick Lombardi, manager,
Easton Country Club, said the
Club's facilities are being
donated for this event.
Besides the City of Brckton,
ASC's Greater Brockton Unit
serves Abington Avan. Bridgewater, East Bridgewater,
Easton, Holbrook, Rockland~
Sharon , Stoughton, West
Bridgewater and Whitman.

Ms. McMenamv said anvone
wishing to make ·a pledge~ can
write or call the A·CS Brockton
Unit office at 47 West Elm St.,
0240
l, 5,83,8515.
"
. .
. ..:

~

~

~·

"

have a double major: History
and Secondary education. As a
senior in high school I held several key positions, those being
band president, Student Council Vice President, and· CoBu.s ines~ Manager of the

Yearbook. I took an active part
in many community and school
activities during my high school
years and would like to continue
to serve my peers in college.
Your vote will enable me to do
so.

COMICS!
~GE SELECTION OF

NE.W· AND OlD COMICS

FRIENDLY
KNOWLEDGEABLE SERVICE
IN~STORE

SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE
FOR . MORE INFO.

'

CAIL

OPEN

583-2404

NEW EI\IGLA1'1D
COLLECT
LE

DAYS
''The South Shore's ·
Best Comic Shop

224 Main St.,_.Brockton Near Belmont ~~~7 ln t··;;:" ...

~
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_(The Tilly Alternative)
FREE COFFEE!

ROCK

With $2.50 minimum order & BSC l.D./thru Oct. 31

By Patricia Boyden
Staff Writer
Ju.lie Doyle, a senior at B.S.C.
is lead singer ·of the ba!_ld
"UPTOW~". Julie and her sister Debbie formed the band
. about a year ago; prior to this,
they had been a duet .. Julie plays
the guitar and Debbie plays the
keyboards and the saxophone.
Their lead guitarist Peter, is
according to Julie "phenomenal".' He doesn't read music,
he plays by ear. Their bass
player Bob, devotes all of his
time to playing and pr~c*ing.
Steve, the drummer, is their
newest member, he just joined
the band four months ago. Julie
credits the success of the band to
it's casualness. Other musicians
tends to be more businesslike,
which often causes friction. She

believes that if a band isn't getting along the quality of its
music will suffer. Another plus
for the band is the time they
devote to practicing. They practice twice a week usually for
about four hours.
They are book~d two or three
times a week. They are currently
playing at the Barnside in Hanover, The New Bell Boy in Scituate, and the Bridgeway in
Marshfield.
If the practicing and the performances seem hard to fit in to
a busy schedule they are now
making a rock video for two
originals. This month they will
start recording for the video.
Julie is going' to make this her
profession. She plans on recording originals and making it t9 the Top Forty. After our conversation it's hard thinking of
her as anything less than_, a
· success.

SPRING BREAK

AN, ENJOYABLE LEAR~ING EXPERIENCE

COMBlr:'E Gl)IP~m.v1~J]"S AND
·INDEPENDENT

.EX~L~~~Tl~N OF THIS

GREAT FRENCH CITY

NO LANGUAGE COMPETENCE REQUIRED!
TRAVEL AT BARGAIN,RATES WHILE YOUR'
DOLLARS ARE WORTH SO MUCH!

Places are limited and interest is high, so early
registration is necessary •
please contact:

,;.

::.·-·

_.,,.. K:aris
Reims
'.llt'saliles

Chartres

Dr. ·Hamilton, 322 Tilly
'
ext:2285
. .

.·

·

. .

LoireV'.llley

Foiiiainebleau

"You'can only
squeeze so many
sardines into

a can''

(from p. ·3)

Tilly is unbearable at times, another dining area would
alleviate this problem considerably. Finally, the parking
problem. I don't think the town of Bridgewater has
enough lots to handle all the cars, from both faculty and
students.
.
There is clearly problem with overcrowding at this
school. Whether the administration wants to admit it or
not, they have made the same careless ,error two years in a
row. There are two alternatives: Learn from your mistakes, or plan to make the school bigger to accomodate
the students. Words of advice: You can only' squeeze so

a

many sardines into a can!
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KJRBY (from p. 1 ) - - - eral programs. Kirby also
-expressed his· support for programs that help veterans in
stnall business compet~ for
governmental contracts. ·
"If we ~on't provide the
proper incentives for people to
join our armed service, the over. all quality of our defense forces
will decline; •• said Kirby .
. "Mqintenance of veterans
benefits is an important part of
that inrentive...
COWB.OYS..lfmm n . . . . ....
3 l.__ _

c,.en#'es

Quich~
Sandwiches .. Soups

Now Open at Night Too/
Also Featuring

SUNDAY BUFFET BRUNCH
. LUNCH • 11 AM - 3 PM

bINNER 9· 5 PM. - 9 PM

attract fans, winning football
teams do.
A nationalist name? Do49ers,
Oilers, Steelers, Patriots,
Eagles, Bills, Chiefs, or Redskins conjure up any nationalist
images?
Perhaps Manzo should consult the Cowboys career wonlost record and take a stab at
why they are "America's team".
Good luck to the Dallas Hate
Club-I'd advise them to steer
clear of Texas though!!

14 Summer· ~t., Bri~gewater,Ma~
Tim Driscoll

Get Involved In
MASSPIRG
On the. 20th of September,
from 11 :00 a.m. until noon while
many students were,out playing
games with Simon Sez many
other students were deciding
how they wanted to get involved

ing to themselves.
With over 35 students in
attendance, the chapter looks
quite healthy. Already a State-.
wide Lobbying Day is planned
for October 22. Students from
all I 9 chapters of MASSPIRG
involved in the State House
Watch campaign will rally

the members of PIRO and the
BSC community and local
towns.
The Consumer Action Center
in Taunton is an agency sponsored by the Attorney General's
Office and staffed by MASS~
PIRG students. The fantastic
·o
for students inter-

c apter 6 .t e. statewide ublic
Interest R'esearch Group
(MASSPIRG), chaired by
Chuck Phillips, a junior at BSC,
attracted quite a few students to· .
get involv:ed in the following
issues: I) Media and Public
Relations, introduced by Doug
Benson; 2) Voter Registration,
introduced by Jeff Roberts; 3).
State House Watch, introduced
by Mike Hall; 4) The Consumer
Action Center in Taunton; 5)
Landlord/ Tenant Right, intro. duced by Chuck Phillips.
After a general intr9duction
to PIRG as awhole by Phillips,
each project was laid out so that
the students could choose which
project would be most reward-

tures and representative$ to
endorse· the MASSPIRG bills.
They include: L The Acid Rain
,Cap,, to decrease emissions by
30% by making scrubbers mandatory; 2. The Hazardous Waste
Emergency Clean Up Act, to s.et
a time line to start implementing
the Superfund and clean up the
1200 dump sights spotted
around the state.
Presently the Voter Registration Project is the emphasis as
the registrars will be on campus
next week. Voter Education and
Get Out The Vote were al110 discussed at the meeting.
Media and Public Relations
stressed the importance of open
lines of communication between

cacy was stressed in this
presentation.
Landlord/Tenant rights was
presented • as a very .localiz~
project and will be chaired by
Chuck Phillips. T!'iis project will
research the area and produce a
publication informing both students and landlords of their
rights, responsibilities, and
obligations.
The General Meeting· was a.
success but if you were unable to
attenci---there is still time to get
involved. Drop by the
BSCPIRG office, across from
the- Rathskeller and talk to the
people about what you're interested in working on. Or call
extension 23 I 3.

By Marcia Bergeron

National Women's
Coalition. SUpports
flg!?.ri:! ~l<!,d. Rea 9 an

doesn't exist, sa}'.s the National
Not all of those invited to join
Women's Coalition.
the Coalition are Republican".But opportunity . does," some are Democrats, others
stresses the first woman man- independents--but all are speakager at a major drug company as ing throughout the country for
she explains why she and nearly the Reagan Administration.
Roi;helle Helm of An11apolis,
90 other NWC members believe
there is no gender gap in the Md·., who, 14 years ago was a .
1984 national election, at least . divorcee with two small childfor the Reagan Administration. ren, no car, no money (and no
Opportunity and an intimate edueation to find a good job), is
knowledge of what it means is now· a top executive with the Eli
the only criterion for member- Lily Co.-and knows from expeship in the Coalition.
rience. how Ronald Reagan, at
Members are drawn fromthe . that time governor of Califorworlds of business, the profes- nia, changed that state's welfare
sions, sports, the arts and laws to benefit women ("before
government. Most are self-mad~,,.. it was in vogue to ·be for
women, many of whom have women," she points out).
built businesses or established
"He changed laws that disthemselves as leaders in their criminated against women when

he was governor," she emphasizes .. "He's done the same thing
as President. He just hasn't
spent enough time shouting
about his successes."
Coalitioii'n'i.embe;s, are doing
just that, because, as one woman
says, "we've decided it's time to
stand up .and be counted." They
emphasize that the , Reagan
Administration is "creating
opportunity, not just for special
interests, but for all people."

~~.. ~~:::::
.....~...~""~·~:~....~.. ~-~~~·~~.....~....~..~.. ~
. .""'

. Twee een twentig...
Away we go to see the sea ...
1000 miles at 1:0.l two the base ...
A pl<l;ce where , w.e. c_an talk ...

Studen!s Question (from p. 1)
Author1tv
., of Board
One may ask whether or not
DiClemente was in actual violation of the Residential Alcohaol
and Drug PoUcv as listed in the
Handbook: uAicoholic beverageS' may not be consumed in
any public areas and substantial
quantities ~f alcohol (ie. kegs
and beer balls) mav not be
brought in to ,any ~sidential
facility." As DiClemente stated
earlier in this article, he was not
in a public area (the hallway). In
fact he was, according to his witness. Jeff Olipat, standing in the
doorway.
What is crucial to this entire
argument is the fact that alcohol
is not to be consumed in a public
place-which is a direct violation of the Alcohol Policy and
grounds for a judicial board
hearing. Yet. no where in the
Judicial Board Hearing Report
was there made mention of Di Clemente consuming alcohol in
the hallway. As quoted in the

Donoghue also said that "the
handbook (Due Process concerning the Residential Alcohol
can of beer." Paquette had no
and Drug Policy) is too ambiguwitness to support or confirm
'her charges.
ous. It gives the administration
too much room for broad
As mentioned before, DiCJeinterpreta!ion-students are
mente was found guilty and as a
result was suspended from the getting screwed." Donoghue has
dormitories for one year. 1f placed the issue on the agenda of
the Student Affairs Committee
DiClemente did not appeal the
of the Board of Trustees; the
decision in five days, it would
nef(:t meeting will be held on
have been assumed by Gerald V.
Wednesday, October 10. SGA
Stenerson. Staff Assistant (or
President Daniel Magoon has
Housing (Division of Student
written a letter to the Board of
Services), that he (DiClemente)
Trustees requesting that the
was in agreement with the terms
item be on the agenda. Magoon
of his suspension. DiClemente
will speak on behalf of the studid appeal, and his hearing is to
dent body.
be held Thursday, October 4, in
DiCiemente is not the first
the Plymouth County Room at
person to be evicted from a dor7:30 p.m.
mitory, there have been other
BSC Student Trustee Matstudents that have been subthew Peter Donoghue is concerned with the case, not only jected to the same treatment and
"the administration felt the polbecause he is active in student
icy was effective and legal," said
issues, but because this is an
Magoon.
••example of failed policy.••

Report: "Amy (Paquette) said

Steve was in the hallway with a

•

NEED CASH? Earn $500 each school
year, 2-4 {flexible) hours per week
placing and filling posters on campus.
Serious workers only; we give
recommendations. Call nowfor.suni.rner
& next fall. 1-800-243-6679. ·

Id

DiClemente stated that if the
Appelate Board finds him
guilty, he "will appeal the decision to the President of Studen1:
Services, David Deep. If nec~
sary I will appeal it to President:
Adrian Rondileau and then to
the Board ofTrustees-111 figh't
it all the way...

as

PORTRAITS & PORTFOLIOS
' ... by a prizewinning pro. Pleasing
prices and no pressure.

Rich Gopen

Savs DiClemente of the entire
· incid~nt: "The decision of the
Judicial Board resulted in a substantial miscarriage ofjustice. In
addition, the evidence was
improperly assessed and the
decision could only have been
reached as a result of a completely erroneous interpretation
of the nrocedural guidelines.••

--

697-8866

Is it true you can buy jeeps for
$44 through the U.S.
Government? Get the facts
today! Call 1-312-742-1142
Ext. 5932-A

t

Thursday,
..
.October 4, 1984
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B.S.C.
By Jack Murray

Boote rs
Greg Mathis'
Picks

John Beaton's
PiCks

Jack"Murray's
Picks

Ed .. Donahue's
Picks

New Orleans at
Chicago

Chicago 21
New Orleans 17

New Orleans

Philadelphia at
Buffalo

Buffalo 16
Philadelphia 14

Washington at
Indianapolis·

Washington 27
Indianapolis 14

Washington

Indianapolis

Washington

Atlanta at
LA.Rams

L.A. Rams28
Atlanta 23

Atlanta

L.A. Rams

L.A. Rams

Houston at
Cincinnati

Cincinnati 24
Houston 13

Cincinnati

Houston

Cincinnati

San Diego at
Green Bay

San Diego 27
Green Bay 22

San Diego

San Diego

Seattle at
L.A. Raiders

L.A. Raiders 31
Seattle 28

Seattle

Seattle

Seattle

Denver at
Detroit

Detroit 23
Denver 21

Detroit

Denver

lJenver

Minnesota at
Tamp,aBay

Minnesota 24
Tampa BaY, 20

Tampa Bay

N.Y. Jets at
Kansas Citv

Kansas City 23
N.Y. Jets 21

Kansas City

St. Louis at

New England at
Cleveland
Miami at
Pitt~burg}i

San Francisco at
N.Y. Giants

New Orleans

Chicago

Bliffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

San Diego

Tampa Bay

Kansas· City

Minnesota

Kansas City

Pallas
New England 20
Cleveland 17
Pittsburgh 24,
.... ",."'.," "'Miami 21
N. Y. Giants 21
San Francisco 17

I had three choices last
Sunday afternoon at I p.m. I
.could watch the BearsCowboys game in which I
could have seen Walter Pay. ton. Never mind the game.
just to see Payton play would
have been enough to satisfy
anyone interested to see what
a running· back, and or all.:.
purpose back, is supposed to
do. The Patriots-Jets game,
which promised to be' just
about as exciting as a Mon.:.
day night at Tilly, or go back
to sleep and· recover from my
cousin's wedding, which was
ndthing less than Fantastic!
Way td go Kelly and Mikel
However, feeling a sense of
obligation, which was about
all I could feel at the time, I
decided to watch the
Patriots-Jets.·! mean if things
got bad enough, I could
always switch stations and
while watching Payton, I
9v(mld turn down the volume
so as not t.o hear the CBS
announcers tell the world
how wonderful the Cowboys
are. The Cowboys may not be
America's team, but they are
CBS's. Then again I could
have slept. To my suprise,,the
Patroits game was interesting
enough to watch. They( Patriots) actually played football,
unlike last week. The offense,
led by Tony Eason 28 for 42.

Cleveland

Miami

San Francisco

354 yards· and 3 td's, was
supurb. The defense, except
the secondary, also excelled
holding Freeman McNeil to
36 yards ·on 13 carries. You .
know it's been. a bad day
when your quarterback out
RUSHES your leadin'g
ground gainer.· The reason I
do not praise the secondary is
first, allowing Pat Ryan to·
pass for 297 yards and 2 td 'sis
BAD. Second, if Rick Sanford ever drops another ball
like the one he did at the end
of the first half, he may not
play andther half again. But
things were not all sugar and
spice for the Pats. The. Pats,·
who thoroughly outplayed
the Jets, especi~lly in the first
half, still found thems:Ives,
down 14-7. They also found
themselves coming very close
in doing the one thing they
are very .good at, snatching
defeat from the jaws of victory, by allowing the Jets a
, chance to tie late in the game.
The game ball should have·
been awarded to the offensive
line which did not yeild a sack
to the heralded Gastineau or
any other Jet. This is something the Jets hav.e not experienced since th~ first game of
1983. Some ..other standouts
were the play of defensive
back Fred Marion, who led
the team in tackles with 7,

New England

Miami

San Francisco

NewEnRland

Miami

San Francisco

had a sack and an interception, and Lin Dawson who
proved he is not only a good
blocker but a pass· receiver
and runner with 6 receptions
for 84 yards. Overall the
game did make rn:e feel better.
Even though they lost,
Walter Payton ran for 155
yards, leaving him just 67
yards short of Jim Brown's
all-time rushing record,
which he should break
against the Saints in Chicago.
A healthier McMahon
should lead the· Bears to a
win.
If the defense and John
Riggins hadn't come to life as
they have, the Redskins
wouldn't even have their 3-2.
record. Theismann's production' has been way· down as
evidence proves last Sunday
against Philadelphia, 9 for
20, 114 yards. If somebody
bottles up Riggins the Redskins are in trouble.
I received alot of snickers
by picking the Falcons over
the· 49ers last week. Well, I
did pick the Falcons because
I thought they were playing
in Atlanta, and I was suspect
of the 49ers offense. Well, I.
was. right at least about the
offense which only scored a
paultry 14 points against the
Falcons, who are not known
for their defense

Stumble

Since last weeks report came
out the Bridgewater State soccer
team has gone all but down hill
with a loss to Salem State .4-0,
S.M. U. 6-1 with the lone goal
scored by Gary Long and
assisted by Ian Hurley and a 3-0
blanking by Stonehill on Tuesday. The team now stands at 24-1 overall and 1-1-1 in the
MASCAC Conference. Injuries have plagued the team thus
far and in Maxfield 's eyes ''it will
be tough playing 11 games in 23
days. All we can do is send the
players out on the field and let
them do the best they can. They
are just one battered bunch of
kids". Three of the best players
on the team have injuries. Chris

this (In the Pros, they .usually·
only have one game per week,
possibly two) and we might have
IO good players tops". For this
coming week Jhey will play Hellenic College (home) today,
travel to North Adams State on
Saturday and then to Curry on
Monday and play Fitchburg
(home) on Wednesday. ''We're
one battered ball club. We've
been pushed around too much.
They can't handle it." Maxfield
adds.
While watching the
Stonehill game, in which they
lost 3-0, the team had the heart
and the desire to win but physically they could not keep up.
They were beat and unfortunately it seemed they couldn't do
anything about it.. Before concluding this story I have to tell
everyone who reads this paper
that this is the last article I will

ue o 1s rac ure an e. aptain John McGuinness has gone
in for x-rays because of an infection in his foot and Glenn Flannigan has ·.been playing on
one-and one- half knees and a
lot of pain. Maxfield commented that, "there is no way
even a team with 24 great players could handle a schedule like

c oo an 1
continue getting low grades I
won't be returning to school. I
ask that someone who would
like to write.for the school newspaper do so because a staff writer now must be needed in the
Sports Department to fill my
role. You will enjoy the job a
whole ton. I did.

By Douglas Benson
Staff Writer

Miami's defense was hit
with a double-blow on Sunday. The loss .of Kim
Bokamper for 4-6 weeks was
bad enough, but allowing 445
yards of total offense and 28
points to St. Louis did not
make·· Don Shula smile.
Lastweek I said the Raid-r
ers were vulnerable, but I did
not think Denver had the personnel to exploit them. A little · known quantity, named
Sammy Winder has taken
over the offehse as a stagnating John Elway continues to
flounder.
A personal note, I was 6-.8
iri pickirig the spr.eads(my
OWN .spreads) last week,
which isn't that bad. However, if you. look at which
teams I picked to win, I was
I 0-4! I like that stat better.

called "The Revenge of
Woodley"?
·
• You cant miss this weeks
Roustbn at Cincinnati game.
It· may be as exciting as .last
weeks Chiefs-Browns
yawner.
• A /though . they· looked
about as useful as suntan oil
in a rainstorm, the Giants can
beat the 49ers. That's if they
REALLY want to.
• Way to go Syracuse~ B. C.
don't /old now!
• San Diego's defense almost
blew_ it again. They threw
away a 21-0 lead ·ancl. if it
wasn't for two Lions touch·
downs plays being called
back on penalties, I don't
!cnow?
• Happy_ 23rd Birt~day
Xena!

ODD
Some other thoughts:·
• I hate when the Patriots
play the Browns. -. They
always do something stupid.
• Jeff Kemp may liave a
. future in the NFL.
• 68,978 actually SHOWED
UP to see the Jets-Pats game.
I myself find that too funny.
• Could ,the Steelers, who
didn't look that bad M OrJ.day
night beat a hurting Dolphin
dejense? The "game might be

"""""~~"""
PRODUCTION PERSONNEL
Wear~ now hiring for tempory/permanent,

full / parttime positions. All shifts-including
weekend. shifts available. Gocxl mechanical
aptitude desired:. Excellent benefits and

growth opportunities.
If interested, please call personnel dept,
at 947 4000 or apply in person to·
.1

I

Louis M. Gerson Co.,lnc.
15 Sprout St.
Middleboro, Ma.
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Colonials Rifle
Bears: 27-8
By Vin Dodero
Staff Writer

Well Bear fans. The Bridgewater State football team
dropped their first game of this
season, last Saturday 27-8 to
Western Conn.
After a long ride down, the
Bears fought hard in Danbury,
Conn to keep the game close in
the first half. Despite the final
score, .the game was close for
three quarters. With a tired
Bears defense keeping the game
close. In the first half Junior,
Chris Ortolano and Junior
Angelo LaPaglia keep it close
with some fine defensive sticks
to stop potential drives.
The second half saw a differ-

ent story. Despite only trailing
7-0 and a beautiful Autumn day,
the Bears game plan started.
faulting.
The Colonials of Western
Conn. started putting everything together. In the first half
the Colonials were stopped by a
strong Bear defense. But, in the
second half the breaks started
going the Colonials way. The
three Western Conn. scores
were set up by close calls by the
refs against the Bears (twice)
and an interception returned for
a touch down.
Despite the first loss of the
season the Bears did have some
bright spots in the game. Junior
halfback, Andy Nekoroski,
showed some good moves when
he had the ball and was the lead-

ing rusher for the Bears. Nekoroski has the potential to be a
strong back but has seen limited
action this season. Punter Gary
Camarillo had another fine
afternoon and is among the
leading punters in the
confere nee.
For· the defense were Chris
Ortolano and Angelo laPaglia
(11 tackles and 5 assists, 7 tack..:
les and 6 assists respectively).
Jim Schindler had a string
second · half. The Bears play
Western New England at
Springfield 1:00 p.m. and the
Bears will be home October 13
for Homecoming against Curry
College for a good battle. Until
next week. Goodbye, goodluck,
and Godspeed for the future
Bears.

'Bears Business
By Mike Storey
Staff Writer

first in the Rhode Island College
Invitationa] and the womer:. coming in a respectable third.
Two-time winner SCOT1
YAKO LA took top honors fo1
the men narrowly beating.team·
mate DAVE BARBATO h~

the first game ( 17-15) in OT then
succumbing (15-1, 15-13, 15-10)
thereafter. The loss dropped
them to second place in the
MASCAC conference (2-1, 4-4
overall):
INTRAMU~ALS have gpt-

The sweater season is upon us
with the down jacket days not
far behind them. It may be getting colder outside but things
four seconds. Senior. DAI\ ten into full swing as of this
are beginning to heat up around
MURPHY had a 6th place fin· week. Both men's and women's
the Kelly Gym as the year goes
ish. Top finishers for the womer FLAG FOOTBALL had their
on.
were CINDY LIND H (3rd) anc home openers, as well as VOLLEY BA LL and FLOOR
The hottest team around is
CAROL JAc;ICSON (10th).
the woman's FIELD HOCKEY
Both teams travel to Franklir HOCKEY. In case of any cantea1Ilwho are·curre~tly riding .a
Park in Boston.this weekend tc cellations due weather, contact
six~game unbeaten ..streak·into
take part in the annual Codfisl' the respective sports IM superthis weekend's contest at Ben- ·Bowl Invitational. Most. of thi: visor or Mike Storey in the IM
tley. The Lady Bears.are coming top New En:glnad Division IU office.
Check on. ca,Illpus for 111ore
off scoreless victories over schools will be in attendence.
Wheaton (1-0), S.M.U~ (2~),
The BSC SOCCER . tearr
information .SOON on the
and Mt. Holyoke (1-0). SUE would like to for get this past. HBATTLE OF THE BSC
"RED-NOSE" LARSON gets week dropping three in a row to STA.RS".
The KELLY GYM wili be
"Player of the Week" honors for
S.M.U. (6..;J), Salem State (4-0),
her two game-winning goals in and Stonehill.(3-0). Without the closed as of 6 p.m. this Friday
the last two contests. Second goaltending of BRAD MAS- (OCT. 5) until next Tuesday
star award goes to goalie TRANGELO those sc-ores morning at 8 a.m. because of the
LYNNE BENNETT who has could have been much higher. COLUMBUS DAY weekend.
been unbeatable in nets the
Hopefully, the BSC Booters can SIDELINES:
Anyone· interested in particientire year.
redeem themselves today when
With a (6-0) record thus far,
they take .pn Hellenic College at. pating in WINTER. SPORTS
must get an appointment for a
the Lady· Bears moved up in the home. Game time is 3:30 p.m.
New England poll (#2) and the
Both the men's and women's PHYSICAL' at Health Services
NCAA Division .III national TENNIS teams are feeling a lit~ .before official practices start
poll .(#13).
tie better this week after record- October _15 ... Due. to illness,
Th e BSC FOOTBALL ing their·first wins· of the year. head football coach Pete MazBEARS had their two-game The men topped Mass. Mari~. zaferro 's consecutive ·practice
winning str_ea1<: snapped this past time (7-2) for JOE YESKE- streak was snapped at 1,620
weekend losing to an. offensive WICZ'S first victory as new days.this past week~ That leaves
him in second place behind the
West ~rn Connecticut State team · tennis coach. They didn't fare as
immortal Am-os "Alonzo" Stagg
.(27:8). The Colonels held. the
well against atalented W,estfield
who chalked anincredible 1,849
Bears at bay the entire- after- State squad after thafdropping
days before bCing struck down
noon, especially in the rushing a similar (7-2) decision.
with a severe case of hemordepartment where the stats
Rookie coach JEANETTE
rhoids.. .. LOST AND FOUND:
showed: BSC (-49), W. Conn. SPINA got her first collegiate
Anyone _findfng a . toothbrush
(341). The only real highlight of. win as well in a (9--0) pasting of
(yellow) in. W odd. Hall please
· the
for vb1'11game ·was the Framingham State. They folreturn to LAURIE ROTA.
punting of GARY CAMA- · low~dthat with a long, hard batREWARD OFFERED! ... A
RILLO who had plenty of work tle against Worcester State to no
formal
welcome to Sweeper
booting eleven times for a (41.8) avail,. losing (7-2). ·currently,
"Sammy" to · the Comment
avg.
.
.
JESSICA SULLIVAN and EFI
sports pages this week ... Affer
Hopefully, the Bears (2~1) can COTSAPAS lead the team with
hearing of LYNNE BENget on track this week when they (3-1) records,
NETT'S incredible shout out
take on the Western New EngTh~ BSCwomen's VOLLEYskein (6) so far this ·season,
land College Golden Bears (1-2)
BALL team ranout of gas in
Bruins coach GERRY CHEEV-.
in Springfield, MA.
_
both their -matches during the
The Bridgewater· State men's week. After winning an· over- · ERS ·came down to have· a look
see. Unfortunately, Lynne
and women's CROSS 'COUN· time game (16-14) against Wel;..
doesn't
,know how .to skate.
TRY teams let the rest of Ne"' . lesley College they dropped the
England know that they are next three in quickfashiOn (15ready to have another s~rortg~,, l;1Sf'H;l5,,."'U}..Jtwas. ~'dcjarvu:;!! ~·· ~
season: with the 'men takirig'.'.;~i ·. agJihst-'W:orcesterS:fate·wiriniri~t

game

:"'.:.·

port
Lady Bears
Blank The
Free World
Denise, who is having an excellent year, leads the team with (4)
assists.
Playing an outstanding game
for Bridgewater was co-captain,
RUTH DEBESSE and LAURIE O'CONNELL, both helping sustain the attack
throughout the entire game. Key
defense players for the Lady
Bears were backs PAM KELLEY and LAURIE ROTA.
The wins catapulted the Lady
Bears in the #2 spot on the New
England poll and # 13 in the
NCAA Division Ill poll.
Catch the next home game
Tuesday October 16, at 3:30
p.m., when the Lady Bears host
Plymouth State College, a leading competitor in Division III
play.

By Sweeper "Sammy"
Contributing Editor
The Bridgewater State field
hockey team continues an
impressive 1984 season. Once
again the team was victorious,
with a 1-0 score against Mt.
Holyoke College; making this
the .sixth shutout in a row for
senior goalkePl'er LYNNE
BENNETT. . The winning goal
was scored ·50 seconds into the
second half by SUSAN LARSON putting Mary LouThimas
on her knees. Susan, an impressive scond year player leads the
team with three goals. Assisting
on the goal was senior coca p tai
n . DENISE
DA VIS.
.
.

Volleyballe~

piked
By Vin Dodero
Staff Writer

,

LaConti showed that she
brought her spiking shoes.
.Cara's· spikes .brought the Bears
back after trailing early. Other
strong performances · for the
Ladies were those of Donna
Procopio, Chris Thomson and
Jannine Fagan. These women
played the consistent game
where they came up with the big
plays and spikes when they had
to. The Lady Bears, travel down
to Rhode Island College for the
first tournament of the· season,
with stro~g results expected.
One correction in last weeks edition.· The name of Sharon Dennehy appeared and that is
Shar.~n Doherty, a freshman
from Chelmsford. Myapologies
Sharon and good luck.

After a. fast· and hectic first
week (7 matches in 5. days) saw
the. Lady Bears play one match
against Wellesley College last
Wednesday. The Lady Bears
dropped a close match 16-14,
11-15, 11-15, 11-15. The Ladies
were in each game but would not
get the right bounce so to speak.
After winning the opener led
with strong serving by Sharon
Doherty and Cara LaConti.
S0Eh9mre Sue Long and senior
Gwena Ward had strong defensive games in keeping the scores
close. ' After three .years of
being the Lady Bears captain
and floor leader. senior Cara

Tennis tea_m aces
first; faults second
.,-rt

'

Last Sunda:1,, the Bears lost
Las·t week, the BSC men's fall
tennis team got in the win - their third .PJ.atch to Westfield
column with' a 7-2 victory -over ·Stat~· by a 7-2 ·score. Depite· the
one-sided appearence, all games
Mass. Maritime Academy. #1
singles .player· Doug Ragnow were closely. contested. John
lost bis match, but the #2-5 sin- Gearin (#2. singles) and Doug
Campbell (#6 singles) · scored
gles line~up of John Gearin,
.
·
Mark· Des Roehers, Gary Rose, wins for BSC.
BSC is now I~3in Mass. State
. and Jim Ston~y all scored victc:r
ries.· With···the- score 4-2 going College Athletic · Conferenee
into the doubles, all tpree dou- (MASCAC} play, and lookfor..
bles teams put the match away ward to travelling to Notlh
with # 1· doubles Doug Ragnow Adams on Saturday followed by
and John Gearin, #2 doubles Worcester State at. home·· on
Mark DesRochers and Jim Sto- Sunday .in . amatch postponed .
rey, and_ #3 _doubles- .Doug from Tuesday. The Bears will
Campbell and Steve White scor- close out. their fall sea8on next .
Wednesday as they:·host.Fitch..
. ing victories.
.burg State.
>

